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PREFACE

Pre and inservice Teacher Preparation is a collection of eight papers
selected from those presented at the 49th Annual International CEC Conven-
tion, Miami Beacb, Florida, April 18-24, 1971. These papers were collected
and compiled by The Council for Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia.
Other collections of papers from the Convention have been compiled and are
available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Other collections
ma,$ be found by consulting the Institution Index of Research in Education
under Council for Exceptional Children or the Subject Index under Exceptional
Child Education. Titles of these other collections arc:

Deaf-Blind, Language, and Behavior Problems
Diagnostic and Resource Teaching
Gifted and Developmental Potential in Women

and the Disadvantaged
Infantile Autism
Local, State, and Federal Programs
Physical Handicap
Specific Subject Programs for EMRs and TM Es
Trends and Issues in Special Education
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A BehaviDral Approach to in-Service

terry A. Caster
Iowa Dept. of Public Instruf..tion. Des Moines

nbieetives of this paper:

After reading this paper. 'ou will be able to:

Exr.eess the rationale for evaluating in-service effectiveness.

2. State strengths and weaknesses of each of the methods presented

','or evaluating in-service effectiveness.

Formulate statements of agreement or disagreement with the rationale

or evaluation metl,xls presented.

1. Apply each of the methods of evaluating in- service effectiveness in an

in-service meeting that you conduct.

Acknowledgement is given to,leffrey P. Grime, and Stanley E. Dublinske,
Consultants. Division of Special Education, Iowa Department of Public Instruction.
with whom a "Behavioral Approach to In-Service" was cooperatively initiated and
has been developed since August, 19G9.



RATIONALE

In-service training is any planned personnel traini g activity carried out

by an organization so that it can meet its goals more effectively and efficient

In its simplest form, in-service training is one-to-one training that a teacher

receives at the building level. A more complex form of in-service training is

group training, e.g., staff preparation to Loplement a new approach such as

team teaching. Generally, the large group type of activity is perceived as

in- service training by educators and one-to-one or -mall group activity is not.

However, in viewing in-service training, it does not matter if it involves a

large or small number of participants or relies on instructional media or live

presentation. The in-service format is secondary to the purpose, i.e., advance-

ment of an organization toward its goals as a result of planned training of

personnel.

Much energy has becn and will continue to uc devoted to in-service training

in special education. The basis for this rests in three prevailing needs:

(1) the need to prepare untrained personnel employed in special education;

(2) the neeJ to prepare regular personnel who serve handicapped children; and

(3) the need to impr ve the skills of trained special eductors because of n:4

methods or new employment assignments. The purpose of in-service training in

special education is to more effectively and efficiently serve handicapped

children by having personnel prepared to carry out their assigned responsibilities.

There are few educators who have not received in-service training. The

training may have been sponsored by the local school system, county system, state

department of education, or instructional materials center. Far too often the

result of the in-service training is that teachers, when queried about the

activity, remark that a speaker was heard or curriculum was discussed. As the



(4 luatio,l, it is necessar' that basic assuriptions regarding in-service

training l(u presented. A major assumption is that there mast be a purpose for

in-service gnat relates to the organization before in-service is conducted. If

tr11,:, it only folloss that the organization has a need to evacuate the in-

service to see if intended outcomes were met. A second assumption is that

responsibility for learning from in-service is shared by the presenters and

participants. 'vfliat is ti be learned should be coanunicated to participants and

they are accountable fair working for mastery of those learnings. The third

assumption is that the ultimate evaluation of in-service effectiveness must he

based on application of skills and knowledge and not on knowledge gained. It

hoes tut, organization little good if skills and knowledge arc poss3sawd but not

applied in daily practce.

NETHODS OF EVALUATION

Resources, such as personnel time, materials, equipment, and space are

allocated to in-service training activities to provide:

1. nce,ied iniormatiou

needed skills

combina(.ion of needed information and skills.

In each of the above situations some type of change is desired, the change is

(Hint personnel know something previously unknown, use new skills, or use skills

previously possessed but not applied. To evaluate whether or not the desired

eut_eme is accomplished, four methods of evaluation can be used. The evaluation

method selected or used in combination with other evaluation meti.eds is dependent

OR the desired outcomes of the meeting, exiaing constraints and limitations, And

extent of evaluation possible.



purse strings of the community begin to draw closed, it may be difficult to

justify released time for attending in-service meetings on the basis of

"hearing a speacr" or "discussing curriculum." The requirement for account-

ability on the part of taxpayers and administrators may seem to be capricious

until it is realized. that released time is expensive. An in-service training

program lasting one day, involving twenty-five teachers, and conducted by a

local :,upervisor who has spent two full days in preparation would cost a

minimum of $745.00. This includes staff salaries alone and excludes other

costs such as equipment, materials, and other presenters.

This is not to imply that in-service training should he dropped from its

historical position in education. On the contrary, using new knowledge

disseminated through in-service training provides :he major means for an

organization to reoirect its energies toward established goals or newly

adopted goals. Thus, in-service training should be taken seriously, with

greater attention given to the outcomes that can be derived from it.

If in-service training in education is going to play a role in effective

and efficient service to children it must receive the support of administrators

and taxpayers. To obtain needed support it is imperative that the outcomes from

in-service training activities be related specifically to the improved functioning

of the organization. This is not an easy task in that education cannot issue

profit-loss statements as can industry nor can everything be related to specific,

measurable changes in children. However, attention can be given to evaluating

immediate learnirg and application of learning as a result of in-service.

The four Lethods of evaluating in-service presented in the next section

are a beginning attempt in determining in-service effectiveness based on

participant learning and application of learning, Prior to discussing the methods



Pre-Post Test*

the use of a pre-post test to evaluate in-service effectiveness is an

(,stablished technique. It can he used to measure increase of knowledge or

skill that results from in-servic2 by of:ering a oomparison of knowledge/skill

before and after the training. However, pitfalls that accompany test construction

or test administration also apply to the Lse of the pre-post test.

There are some advantages of using a pre-post test form of evaluation.

These arc:

1. The learner is oriented to what is to occur during the session.

It is easy to administer.

3. It provides immediate feedback regarding successfulness of the
training.

4. The results are reliable.

5. It is valuable in analyzing the training in regard to concepts
understood and not understood.

There are also disadvantages that accompany the pre-post test. One is that

pre-?ost tests are generally paper-pencil exercises, while job performance is

not. Also, pre-post tests generally are factual in nature and do not emphasize

g,..neralization or application of concepts. It is necessary to mention that

pre-post tests do not have to be limited in this regard. The pre-post test

could be demonstration of an instructional technique, solving a classroom

problem, or analysis of r child's learning problem, As pre-post tests emphasize

application of knowledge or skill they become more valuable in determining

in-service effectiveness. At the same time, administration and ease of scoring

become more difficult.

* Examples are shown on page 16.



In -Neetifv. cjojeetis:,

In-meetin; objectives comprise the second method of evaluating ih-service

effectiveness. This method relics on the Sco of oeasetrable ohiectives stated

in trms of learner behavior that will or Si e Id occur dui ins; the in-service

foil examples of an -.weliog objective are below.

"List four er more. cliracteiisti, f a successful parent-teacher
conference."

"Shown a live minute video - tape, the lonelier will pinpoint and list
10 or more specific behavien- as indicated by the instruci-_:r."

leasurable objectives stated in teems ci participant behaviors, like those

above, are the basis of this method a,lel the following two methods: post-mee,.:ting

objectives and behaviral contracts. The critical factor is that measurable

objectives are statements of specific behavior that can be evaluated in terms

of aceompliseent. Objectives also tell the learner exactly what is expec'ed

to occur enuring the session.

There are different formats for writing measurable objectives and it is

bryel:Id Hie scope: of this paper to discuss those methods. j:hile terminology

may differ in oppfooch to writing objectives, expressed or imp.ied in most

!ormats are:

1. What is going to be done.

..,1ho is going to do it.

!Olen it is going to be dene.

lo wheal it is going to he done.

i. criteria that will indicate acco-plishment.

6. Evaluation method used to determine if objective has been completed.

Examples are shown on page 17.



! i ting uh:cetive are provided to in-service training participants,

..'ho ie;hed to a!!.snme a shared responsibility in accomplishing them with the

pieser't S.:hilc not necessary, self-evaluation on the in-meeting objectives

ha, AI ,E,c,d rather than have participant performance evaluated by someone else.

at thL end LIe r eting, an in-meeting objective fern, listing the objectives

,urd h,virT colomrm; labeled "Accomplished" and "Not Accomplisheil," is marked

and snhlitted alionsly by participants. 'Lire reliability of reaults cf this

.ct Led :11- to he hig. However, participants may niLrk everything accomplished

r,'il. -is they are informed and properly oriented to the fait that it is important

!;cat a,.-corTlishmut be detenrined exactly as objectives are stated. An attempt

t-; beinij pi le to include control objeL]rives that identify inaccuitte responses.

I,Jerience in this attempt has shomn that participa-t. die,ike having to mark

an ebjectivc "not accomplished" even though no opportunity is provided tor

lie use of control objectives should be studied further.

'Hu cc scma significant ad.;antages of conducting and evaluating in-service

by use at n-meeting objectives. These arc:

1. Objectives help to plan the in-service meeting.

In-meeting objectives orient participants to what they will do
and aicomplish during Cie meeting.

Objectives requiro providing opportunity for participant involvement.

Evaleatiol can he completed immediately following in-service.

Penults are rather reliable.

To be of active, in-meeting objectives require:

1. That participants be oriented to what objectives are and how they
are to be used.

That the presenter write participant o`jectives and provide
,Tportnnities for their accomplishment.

Also, someone other tnan participants usually determine in-meeting objectives.

An ohiigation eA!-ts to have objectives reflect the interests, needs, and abilities

et partitipants.

10



Post-Meeting Objectives*

A third method of Evaluating in-service effectiveness is the use of post-

objectives. Post-meeting objectives, like in-meeting objectives, are

stAyd in terms of participant behavior. The difference is that the time rae

for pest - meeting objectives is after the meeting rather than during. This

increases the amount of ti,e required to conduct an evaluation, but also permits

'lie evaluation to be related to application of learning instead of a measure of

kno',71cdge.

An example of a post-meeting objective used in conjunction with in-sorice

ttaining on the use of supplementary reading materials could be as fol'ows:

"By June 1, 1971, use four or more supplementary materials in your
reading program. Information on materials used, number of children
ring the materials, source of materials and successfulness of the
m-terials should be sent on the attached form, Information should
be provided to the County Reading Consultant by June 7, 1971.

'Inc or.pasis on the above post-meeting objective is on application of information

learned on the use of supplementary materials. This differs from the tn-meeting

objective previously cited which involves listing by the in-service participant.

Post-meeting objectives are presented to participants as a way of applying

hnowledg or shill provided during the in-service. ,dhile the participant is net

ns.,:ed to a;Iree to accomplish the o')jective, the meeting is conducted in such a

r:av Clint advantages of accomplishing the objective are seen. The post-reoting

objective should be relevant and probability for :uccessful accomplishment

be hiA. As a result, it is useful in answering a common participant question:

"Ibis is good inforgralion, but where do 1 start if I am to use it?" By providing

a meaningful say to successfully apply the information, skills learned throagh

in-service stand a better chance of being incorporated into classro:Jm practice on

an i:-vealiate and contirmed basis.

177,ami us are shown on page 18.



'osi-T.ett1n ehjectives are useful in that:

1. Post-meeting objectives orient trio participant to situations
in which the knowledge/skill can be applied.

Posc-meeting objectives are easier to write because they are
real world oriented, not paper-pencil oriented.

Evaluation is on application of knowledge/skill rather than
whether or not it is possessed by participants.

hike in-meeting objectives, post-meeting objectives place demands on

pce k. It r. lire is required to effectively use post-meeting objectives

Poria,_:pants must be oriented to what they are and how they
;ire used.

A procedure for reporting must be developed.

i. Follow -up may he required.

Also with post-oeeting objectives:

1. Immediate in-service Evaluation is not provided.

Objectives are speaker determined.

Reliability of self-reporting has not been determined.

It should be mentioned that post-meeting objectives can be used in situations

in sd skills cannot be applied. Teachers attending a meeting describing dif-

ferentiated staffing or t,am teaching may not be in a situation to immediLtely

apply LIP infor tion. Post-meeting objectives, in such situations, could

perta'.n to specific readings on the topic or visitations to programs using the

.ipplooches.

1"



CONTFACTS*

ibe use of behavioral contracts is the fourth method of evaluating in-

service effectiveness. The design is like that of the pest-meeting objective

in th objectives or contract activities relate to post-meeting activities,

ar, :,tated in m surable terms, and are intended to provide meanin, Cul

alternatives that can be successfully accomplished by participants. The diffur,2nLu

th,it the participant stater; whether or not he is going to complete an a,,tivi'y

enl wben a choice is off Fred, which activities ho is going to complete. The

opport,:1,ity is always given the participant to indicate that he doc, not wish

CO contract.

In using the behavioral cont act, it is signed the participant and the

presenter. Two copies are use, ene going to the presenter, tae other remaining

ith the participa-,L. It has been found to be desirable to xerox a copy from

the presenter's contract and mail or return it to the participant as soon as

possible. ibis tends to reinforce the fact that the presenter is concetned

about implerentation DE the content. Also, it is helpful to personalize thy

contra,t when sendioc it back by writing a short note on it Individuals may

complete the objective contracted for, but forget to subr.ir the information.

As d follow-up procedure, another Xerox copy of the contract can be r,oiled to

the participant if data has not been received by the due date. ibis method of

fe:lew-up has been accepted by participants.

A contract his seven basic components. 'These aro:

1. na7ae and address of participant

directions

1. contract alternatives or activities stated in measur'oble terms

date by which the contract information is to be submitted

'f-xaples are shown on pate ico.

1 8



17te ar.d address to whom the contract information is to be
submitted

participant signature

presenter signature

While the above components should be expressed it a contract, organisation of

the components may vary.

'ttn Idyntages of using behavioral contracts are:

1. Participants decide if they contract and may have performance
options.

2. Contract objectives are easier to write in that they are oriented
to the real world.

I. Evaluation of in-service effectiveness is related to performance
rather than knowledge.

itemands on ;Ale presenter that accompany the behavioral contract are:

1. Participants must be oriented to the use of the contract.

2. Provision must be made for reporting of participant performance.

3. Follow-up may be needed.

In-service evaluation is not immediate.

The behavioral contract provides a method of involving in-service participants

in the application or extension of the meeting content. It is effective in that

participants are asked to reach a decision regarding what is to be done with

knowledge or skills obtained in the meeting. Contracts as used by the author

have been in situotions wlere continued contact with in-service participants has

not been possible. It may be at a local level that completion of a contract

could he communicated by observation or materials literally Landed to the presenter.

'this would reduce mechanical problems, although, it might be that a contract

relationship between teachers-supervisors might not be desirable because of

existing administrative relationshlp. Whether or not this would pose a problem is

unknown at this time.

1.1



7

COMPUTING AND REPORTING IN-SERVICE EFFECTIVENESS

It is apparent that the process of evaluating in-service effectiveness is

not complete until the data is compiled and reported, The four methods presented

permit data to be viewed in terms of individual, sub-group or group performance

on each item or on all items. There has not been enough experience with each

method to determine pre-post test growth and per cent of accomplishment of

in-meeting objectives, post-meeting objectives or contracts needed to indicate that

an in-Lervice meeting has been successful. Even though it is expected that

perfor:ance ralges can be developed for each method, an element of subjectivity

may exist or should exist. The in-service planners will always have to determine

the minimum level of participant performance that can be accepted if the in-service

training is to be successful.

The results of in- service evaluation can be used for a number of purposes.

Obviously, results are crucial in analyzing strengths and weaknesses of the

training program. Results have implications for planning future in-service on

the same topic and also methodology used in in-service training on different

topics. While feedback for redesigning in-service training is important,

reporting to administrators is also a critical function of evaluation.

In-ser"ice results expressed in terms of participant performance are

valuable in communicating to superiors. Data which indicates that change occurs

as a result of in-service gains support for the allocation of time for in-service.

In Inv arca:,, the in-service trainers and the in- service participants represent

differ,u1 a encies. Subsequently, permission must be obtained from administrators

for released tine. Permission is granted much more readily when planned participant

outcomes and results can be provided to decision-makers. Even though previous

in-service has been successful, unless results are communicated, the prebbi!ity

that auministrative approval will be given for future in-service is not increased.



IP::7)MP;(; AND EVALUATING IN-SERVICE HSING A BEHAVIORAL APPROACH

heh:vioral approach to in-service training places certain demands 011

the in-service trainer that cannot be ignored. Because in-service is esponsible

ter bringine about predetermined change, an outcome orientation needs ro be

Lrated. 'Ale questions of "What are participants to do differently as a result of

the in- service ?" and "How is the program (classroom or administrative) to be

difr,rent result of the in-service?" must be answered. Answers to these

(iuusLion:= determine organization and methodology used in conducting the in-

service.

;'ith an outcome orientation to in-service, the issue of identification of

needs arises. It becomes most obvious that content of in-service, if it is to

produce an outcome, must relate to knowledge and skills that participants need

if they arc to perform effectively. Thus, a method of comparing present program

and personnel performance against desired performance is needed to effectively

deterAne in-service content and to establish priorities.

Ideally, in-service training meetings are part of a total in-service training

plan which participants help to formulate. If this is not the case, the outcomes

of the in-service meeting should be communicated to participants so they can

cleLt to attend based not on presentation titles, but on the specific 'earnings

Hint will be gained. Providing information which permits the participant to

decide that he has the skills or that he isn't interested, aids in conducting

effective in-service because those who i:rticipate come to learn. Such participants

tend to be receptive to evaluation of in-service effectiveness based on participant

learning.

Emphasis on predetermined outcomes and evaluation does not alter the nature of

good in-servic. The need for communication, rapport, participant comfort and

C



other things are still of great importance. Because specified participant

learning is desired, methodology is more like instruCjonal practices found

in elementary classrooms than the traditional lecture-listen approach which

is often seen. Emphasis is on think-apply questions, participant involvement

and participant response followed by feedback. Preparation time, including

planning, room arranging, and design and preparation of materials, is increased

but so is participant learning. Approaching in-service in such a manner also

allows the in-service trainer to be a model for the classroom teacher with

whom he is working.

Methods of evaluation should require minimum effort for maximum return.

The four evaluation procedures discussed were those most applicable to

trainers not having ongoing contact with participants. Where ongoing contact

is possible, evaluation could be done on the basis of observations rather than

reporting of teachers, e.g., tabulation of the number of teachers checking out

supplementary reading materials from an IMC, following in-service on the use

of supplementary reading materials. Pupil growth is the ultimate criterion

of in-service effectiveness. It is possible to relate pupil change to in-

service in some cases, but in many cases the nature of in-service content does

ii permit such a direct relationship. In the type of evaluation presented

above it is also necessary to 1.1-,c measurable objectives. Without the objectives

established before the in-service meeting, it is not possible to clearly

identify the data to be collected.

There are advantages in combining methods of evaluating in-service effect-

iveness. This provides added evaluative information to use for analysis of

effectiveness. Equally important, methods used to evaluate performance during

the meeting orients and involves the participants; methods used to evaluate what



is dons: after the meeting provide the participant with a place to begin in using

the learning. Two methods combined can serve as reference points to the

participant as he obtains and applies knowledge and skills.

***********

1n-service training as continuing education to maximize services to children

has not been viewed seriously in public education. In-service training has been

treated as a series of isolated evants that have little bearing on performance of

personnel and change needed in organizational functioning. While this has not

been the intent, in most cases it has been the observed result. Responsibility

rests on in-service trainers to alter this by emphasizing outcome from in-service

and evaluating whether or not outcome occurs.



Example Pre-Post Test*

1. What is the difference between hearing and listening?

What is an Audiogram?

3. With a hearing loss in the left ear only, where should a child be
sitting in the classroom?

4. List three behavioral signs that would alert someone to a possible
hearing loss.

5. Rank in order of importance to the child the four major arias of the
language arts program.

Listenin:;

Writing
Speaking
Reading

6, Define a speech deviatlo, or speech problem.

7. Name three types of articulation errors.

8. What should the classroom teacher do for a child who stutters?

9. Who has the responsibility for developing effective oral communication
. skills in children?

10. Name three specific pieces of insttuctional material that can be used
to develop speech and language skills.

Dublinske, S. Audio-Recorded Pre-Post Test used at Drake University,
April 8, 1970 with class ou Exceptional Children.

1`)



EXAMPLE IN-MEETING OBJECTIVES

(Title of Meeting/Presentation)

(Presenter) (Date)

In-Neeting Objectives Accomplished Mot Accomplished

1. I had the opportunity to select one or more post-
meeting objectives that relate to serving handi-
capped children.

I listed four or more resource persons that should
L,2 available to assist me in serving handicapped
children in the regular classroom.

1. I recorded three or more inplications of the
content of this presentation for me as a
htyinning leacher.

Lorrectly discriminate six out of eight behaviors
according to whether it is precisely pinpointed
CT behavior not pinpointed.

Determine the preferred direction of change,
accelerate or decelerate, for the examples given.
Six out of eight correct.

6. Calculate and graph two out of three behavior
rates correctly.

List at least three of the five methods used to
identify needs of consumers.

S. list five new direct services that could be offered
by your center or unit. Check two of the five that
you would like to implement.

`trite one performance objective using the listed
criteria for the exampl,?, indicated.

Comments: (!!!???)

Objectives 1-3: Caster, J.A., "Serving Handicapped Learners in the Regular Classroom,"
Iowa State Ed tcation Association Convention: Student Section,
February 5, 1971.

Objectives 4-6: Grimes, J.P "Behavior Modification," Des Moines Guidance Workshop,
June 22, 1970.

Objectives 7-9: Dublinske, S.F.., "Direct and Indirect Service Strategies Based on
Needs of Chitdren and Teachers," Institute on Instructional Materials
and Media Services for Handicapped Students, Des Moines,
Septerrber 23, 1970.
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EXAMPLE POST-METING OBJECTIVES

.'lease read the following and check (V) the appropriate
according to whether the post-meeting objective was or

was not accomplished. Return in the enclosed envelope no later
than

Post-eetirg Objectives

1. I visited the Regional Ilducation Media Center
and used the Prescriptive Material Retrieval
System to identify materials appropriate for
ono or more students I deal with.

2. 1 tried, for 7 or more consecutive days, the
method Mr. Grimes sugi'ested at the meeting in
Karen Acres, May 28, 1970. The method was to
refrain from giving my child or children "the
dickens" or correcting his action. Instead I
wrote down the behavior that I wanted to have
happen. When he behaved that way I was warm
and approving.

3, Inc. consultant should introduce a selected
piece of audio-visual equipment into the class-
room of a selected teacher. the teacher should
not have used the specific media this school
year. After introducing the equipment into the
classroom, the consultant should assist the
teacher in effectively incorporating the equip-
ment, as evaluated by the consultant, into the
instructional program until it is used appro-
priately during four days out of a fifteen
consecutive class day period.

The ceR!-nitant should visit the Regional
Cducatien Media Centers serving counties

i,.h time consultant is eployed and discuss
.area procedures fcr the use of the Prescriptive
Malctials Retrieval System, where it is located,
and !hi: procedures for using the system.

lhe consultant should inform every teacher of
the mentally retarded for whom he is responsible
about the nature of the Prescriptive Materials
Retrieval System, where it is located, and the
procedures for using the System.

Accomplished Sot

objective 1: Crimes, J,P., 'Prescriptive Materials Retrieval System," In-Service
for Local Educational Agency, 1970.

Objective 2. Grimes, J.P., "Behavior Modification for Parents," Urbandale Schc,1
System, May 2b,

Ojectives 3-6: Caster, J, A., "Media in Special Education," State Meeting for
Consultants in Mental Retardation, Cedar Rapids, Dece7her, 1964,

(2.!



BETAVIORAI, CONTRACT

PI.,asu read and check one item and return this form to Stan Dublinske.

I do not work with language problems.

I do not believe I have the skills necessary to attempt a
language remediation program.

By I will have utilized the
Nortwestern Syntax Screening Test in addition to my present
assessment tools for ten (10) oi the articulation cases
presently in my case load. (Assessment tool may be changed
as Dr. Yoder suggests.) I will provide a written copy of
the results of this project to Stan Dublinske within ten
days after completion of the project.

I will have evaluated five
(5) articulation cases having the final "s" omission co
determine if the problem is a true articulation error or a
language problem in the area of pluralization or incorporating
possessives. I will provide a written copy of the results of
this project to Stan Dublinske v;ftin ten days after
completion of the project.

if clieci: item "C" or "D" and would like any assistance in evaluating
your results or would like additional inform2tion concerning the contract
I, will provi,'e any consultation possible by phone or correspondence. I

will rusimml to your communication within three (3) days.

Navih completed the behavioral contract by the date indicated you will
receive a copy of the booklet "Remedial Suggestion for Learning Disabilities
ns Diagnosed by the ITPA."

Stan Dublin Consultant
Clinical Speech Services
Department of Public Instruction
Division o: Special Education
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Dublinske, S. Contract used in "Language Disor,!erst Diagnosis and Re.- di-
ation," Storm Lake, Iowa, October 2, 3, 1970.
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SELF-SELECTED POSI-MEETING OBJECIIVES *

Dir,:,..tions: Review the objectives listed below. Select one or more the

objectives you intend to accomn/ish during the 1970-71 school
year. Write in the date the objectives will be completed. You

bt. contacted during June 1971 inquiring whether the objec-
tives were met.

3y contact key administrators working in the
Regional Educational Media Center and/or Offices of Special Education
and share five (5) or more ideas you feel would be valuable cervices
for handicapped students in your area.

2. By contact Mr. Larry Masat, Field Representa-
tive, (KU-SEIMC, Hodder Hall, 1115 Louisiana StieL., Lawrence, Kansas
66044) and determine what services are available from which your
organization might benefit.

3. By , utilizing the information provided by Mr.
King concerning sources of funds, contact one or more of the resource
consultarLs or organizations and inquire into possible projects to
serve handicapped students.

. By , Contact five (5) or more teachers and
escplore ideas relating to individualized instruction. Offer assistance
if the teachers wish to individualize instruction.

5. By , provide an in-service session for educators
working with handicapped students, of which a tele-lecture is part of
the program.

O. By contact Mr. Michael Robbins (Educational
Resource Center, 114 Second Avenue, Coralville, Iowa 52240) and request
additional information relating to Education Strategist.

7. bv , review and list the categories of in:Aruc-
tional materials and media services available. in the Media Center tegard-
ing what would be beneficial to special educators attepting to indivi-
dualize instruction. Provide tlis list to interested teachers, consul-
tants and administrators.

8. By , establish a proc,Aure new in your ar,a for
using teachers as a resource.

By , implement one or more of t .1 services you
planned during this institute. Indicate what the service might

Signature

Date

* Crires, J.Y, Contract used in "Instructional Materials and Media

Services for Handicapped Students," Des Moines, September 22-21., 1970.
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Addrer,s

CON1RACT FOR POST MEEfING OBJECTIVES

Zip Code

Please complete one contract for yourself and one for me. I

would like to have a contract from you regardless of whether or not you
choose to participate.

Jerry Caster

Please check the appropriate it-ms.

l. I do not wish to contract for any post-meeting objectives.

2. By March 1, write to Media Consultant, Division of Special
Education, Iowa Department of Public Instruction, Grimes
Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319 and request a reprint of an
article describing the Prescriptive Materials System.

3. By March 1, visit the Regional Education Media Center nearest
you and ask for a demonstration of the Prescriptive Mate- 'als
Retrieval System.

1etweet, now and March 1, read Robert F. Mager's book,
Preparing Instructional Objectives, Fearon Publishers,
Palo Alto, California and complete the self-test (pages 54-60)
with fewer than seven errors.

5. By March 1, observe for two or more hours a class for
handicapped children.

6. By March 1, meet with one or the following professionals and
ask him what services his discipline could provide to a
handicapped child in your class or what assistance could be
provided to you nurse, speech clinician, psycholog4st, hearing
clinician, special education consultant, or school social worker.

Send information regarding
accomplishm,mt of objectives
by March 15th lo:

Jerry A. Caster
Division of' Special Education
Grimes Stare (lffice Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50.2.19

Signature of Individual Contracting

Signature of Speaker

Caster, J.A. Contract used in "Serving Handicapped Learners in the
Rcgular Classroom," Iowa State Education Convention: Student Section,
February 5, 1971.
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EXAMPLE OF PLANNED OUTCOMES OF-IN SERVICE TRAINING

Objectives for Special Study Institute on

"EFFECTIVE CONSULTATION: A MEANS FOR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE"

Sponsored by
Division of Special Education.

Iowa Department of Public Instruction
to 1,, fit '

May 4, 5, t 197'.

Carousel Inn, Iowa City

1. At the end of the three-day S.S.I. on May 6, 1971, each trainee shall

have accomplished at least seventy-five percent of the in-meeting

objectives established for institute participants.

2. By :eptember 1, 1971, at least one set of training materials will be

made available to each of the sixteen Regional Edu.:ation Materials Centers.

3. By October 1, J71, each trainee shall present one in-service session

of at least thirty minutes that will be available to all of their

staff and offered to special service persoinel from adjacent counties

not rep-esented at the S.S.I. A report of this meeting will be submitted

within twenty days of the in-service meeting. Trainees will predetermine

criteria for in-service meeting success.

By November 1, 1971, each trainee shall submit a report of accomplishments

of all self-selected post-meeting objectives. Each trainee shall select

one or mot° post-meeting objectives.

2
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DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF CRITERION IN THE EVALUATION
OF TEACHER PREPARATION AND CERTIFICATION: or,

What should you do now that you can?

Richard Lim
University of Washington, Seattle

as pointed out the many areas and levels of government in which

we can become involved. Tim has provided an excellent model to initiate and

implement change. But some of you may still wonder is student involvement

possible? -- and is it feasible? As another example to show you that it ¶s both

possible and feasible and valid, i might add, I would like to tell you about our

involvement at the University of WaAington in one facet in the improvement of

the education of exceptional children -- that of obtaining special certification for

teachers of the mentally retarded.

When we began two years ago, the State of Washington was one of eighteen

states which had absolutely no standards for teachers of the exceptional child. Any

teacher with a regular teaching certificate could teach the blind, the deaf, the retarded,

the gifted -- whatever. The situation was had. But there was a ray of hope.

:list the year before, in April, 1968, there was a proposal known as the

Fourth Draft. It was issued from the office of theState Superintendent of Public

Instruction, and it called for the establishment of subcommittees to recommend new

standards to upgrade the ce:tificat ion scheme for all school professional personel.

These subcommittees would be composed of people from the professional organizalions,

public schools, colleges, and universities.



I doubt if we could have planned a better opportunity to begin the needed

change in teacher certification of exceptional children.

Special education has been a dumping ground for poor teachers just too long.

We cannot allow the incompetent teacher who cannot make it in a regular class

with 25 children but who has tenure or a contract, to be placed in charge of a class

with fewer children who are handicapped! As if this would solve problem.

The teachings of the exceptional child demand a superior and specially trained

person.

Now, being directly involved with the training of teachers for the mentally

retarded, we concentrated our efforts or certification for this group. We sought

to establish the criteria by which we could safely predict that the teacher who meets

these criteria will be an effective teacher of the mentally retarded.

After much ranting and raving from which no solutions developed, we did

finally as Jody and Tim suggested. We made an exhaustive review. We studied the

certification patterns in other states.

We found that most were based on meeting the legal requirements of taking

prescribed courses in a teacher preparation institution. Most of these prescribed

courses are didactic or lecture in nature. If there is a practicum, it is usually a

very small part of the coursework. This required coursework pattern raises some

serious questions:

Is the coursework relevant? And if it is, are there provisions for determining

if a student can transfer this knowledge to a live and charging classroom?

Is not the last semester of a five-year program a little too late to find out

I? 7
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that a person has no business in the classroom? It is a waste of resources for

all involved -- the prospective teacher, the professors, and the students who will

get this teacher if he does get into teaching.

Certification under this system of course completion is a constraining

device. It keeps out of teaching all but those who can pass a prescribed sequence

of courses.

Certification should not he this way. It should be a device which rewards

those who are competent and additionally rewards those who seek continued professional

growth. Certification should also be a device which seeks to include individuals who

can help children learn. Certifievtion should he a device that tells us something

about the way the teacher performs in the classroom and it should make no

difference where these competencies are gained.

Viewed in this light, we realized that the traditional course model was not

our answer. We needed a new approach. Our answer came in the form of performance

criteria. which is not in itself new. But its use as a basis for teacher certification

is new. The State of Washington is, we believe, the first and only state working with

this model.

In its simplest form, performance criteria specifies expected performance.

But its simplicity in definition becomes deceptively complex in application -- especially

when trying to apply it to teacher performance, for we inLst specify observable and

measurable activities. Words we have been using to describe teacher behavio --

s uch ''to Imow," "to understand," "to appreciate." etc. coil no longer be used

lather we must use terms such as "diagnose." "prescribe,- "construct." and'Urvelop"
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to describe desired teacher behaviors which are observable and car, be nleaSilre(1.

Armed with this new concept, we proceeded to look at those activities which

distinguished the performance of good teachers of the mentally retarded. We

interacted with other educators, professional, and state personnel whom we had

previously identified as the leaders in the formal and informal power structure.

In perhaps the most stimulating and revealing exchanges with these people,

the enormity and complexity of the task of trying to specify performances was realized.

It became apparent that just about everybody and his uncle had different conception

of what performances were necessary for the list of performance criteria. We had

fantastic hangups. Affective traits, personal and social characteristics. questionable

"knowledges" having little to do with the actual teaching process were repeatedly

demanded. We realized that these suggestions were well intended and meaningful to

many people, but we also realized that specification to all these aspects would be far

more harmful than helpful. We must certify teachers on criteria that are educationally

relevant.

We also had to think in terms of the processes of teaching because specification

of exact student learning - the product of education - requires a fixed curriculum which

we did not believe should exist.

From all this a philosophy developed. We believed that every individual is

unique and of value. He has the 'ight to be helped to become haoself.

In order to facilitate maximum development of the mentally retarded irdividual,

his program must allow him to progress and develop at his own rate, consistent with

his own personality and learning style. There are many ways to achieve any particular

,9 9
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performance objective. and the performance objectives should be sequenced to

lead the student toward the overall goals of the total p];-,gram.

This is the model we developed which isolated the components of the

teaching process into observable and measurable acts, Definitions and explanations

of each term are in our booklet, but I do want to point out a few particulars.

Note that this model represents a coordinated program. The long-

term objectives which are broken down into short-term objectives are directly

related to the overall program goats.

Note also that this is simply a diagnostic-prescriptive-test model. After

an initial diagnosis, materials and procedures are selected in light of the individual

child's need. , i.e. short-term objectives. Then an intervention is prescribed to

meet the needs. As the child works with the prescribed intervention, the teacher

continually assesses - tests - the effectiveness of his prescription. However,

unlike most models, this system builds in an avenue for alternative interventions

and /or sub-objectives. Also unlike most other models, this system provides an

exit if or when all the long-term objectives arc met.

Note, too, that this model allows the teacher to operate in en individual

and creative manner but that the rights of the individual student are placed first

by guaranteeing the student an individuali7ed program.

In proposing this model it is assumed that the district is responsible for the

district objectives and instruAional sequen?es. The teacher is responsible for the

implementation of these objectives.

Based on our model, we believe the followig_ areas should be included in the

evaluation of teachers for certification -- and I might-';Nat , teacher preparation.
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I. The teacher must specify the long-term cejectives for each individual

consistent with the district objectives for the mentally retarded.

2. The teacher must show on request, current diagnostic records for each

retarded individual in his class'.'oom. These records must show the status of each

retarded individual's academic, social, physical, and vocational development toward

fulfillment of his individualized long-term objectives.

3. The teacher must show on request, written evidence of short-term

objectives for instruction of the mentally retarded individuals in his classroom.

These objectives must be based on and reflect the long-term objectives for the

individual diagnoses made.

4. The teacher must show written evidence of continuous assessment of each

mentally retarded individual's academic, social, physical, and vocational performance.

These assessments must show that alternate procedures and/or materials or sub-

objectives are provided for the child if he falters in his progress toward the achievement

of the short-term objectives.

5. In an actual teaching situation, the teacher must demonstrate application

of the selected intervention.

We drafted a tentative listing of tnose things on which we would like to evaluate

teachers. It follows our model in that it calls for a coordinated program for the individual

with sequences of long-term and short-term objectives and that it includes education of

the whole child -- the social, physical, academic, and vocational aspects. Both the

model and this listing are included in our booklet.

Although we have not yet attained the desired special certification for teachers

of the mentally retaroce. it is satisfying to know that our involvement has definitely
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shaped the drafting of the certifieaiion standards. Our proposals have formed

the basis for discussion at many levels the state department of special educat

colleges, and universities, professional organizations, school districts. All have

taken copies of our drafts as developed toward this concept. It also helped us

restructure our thinking at the University of Washington as to improvement of our

teacher training program.

This experience ha sheen highly stimulating and highly rewarding. But

student involvement does take a heavy toll in time and energy. But since special

education is where you have chosen to expend your time and energy, make the most

of it. Through our examples you can see that student involvement in special legislation

is possible, is feasible, and it is valid. And it doesn't have to he subversive.



TEACHER CERTIYIGATION AND PREPARATICH--A MOUEL

1. Rationale

A. The Mental Retardetion Subcommittee for Special Education
Certificrtion under the Fourth Draft proposes criteria
in adiition to those required for standard certification
of elecoentary and secondary school teachers as a basis
for the creation of a continuing certification for
master teachers of the mentally retarded.

B. In developing these criteria, it is necessary to determine
what the effectiae teacher of the mentally retarded does
that is different from or in addition to what is done by
teachers in regular education. Through examination and
measurement of these observable and measurable acts,
minimum performance criteria can be established on which
to base ceatificatioa staaaards.

II. UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS

A. Because of the inadequacies of normative data. as a basis
for the education of mentally retarded children, individualized
instrnction is a fundamental clement of special education.
Individualized instruction for the mentally retarded should
be based on instructional sequences in the areas of academic,
social, physical, and vocational education.

B. Teaching presupposes immediate shortterm objectives as
part of general long-term objectives. Effectiveness of
teacher behavior therefore necessitates determination by
the school district of the scope and direction of the total
program for the mentally retarded children and the
utilization by the teacher of these district objectives in
developing long- and short-term objectives for each student.

C. The school district is responsible for district objectives
and instiuctional sequences in the areas of academic, social,
physical, and vocational education. The teacher is
responsible for program determination for each individual
in those areas in which he'instructs. This program must
include onig- and short-term objectives based on the
district objectives, intervention through appropriate
instructional materials and procedures, and continuous
assessment of the effectiveness of the intervention in the
accomplishment of the objectives with instructional
modifications as indicated.

P. School districts nust have developed district objectives
and initractional sequences for the mAitally retnrde.l
inlvidual. These objective:, and sequences should be n
icquiremoat for snocial education program approval by the
office of the Superintenden:, of Public Instruction.

:i;1
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:IV.- DEFINITION OF TERMS

A. DISTRICT OBJECTIVES refers to the academic, social, physical,
and vocatiorai coupetencios c.ected of the mentally
retarded student as an adult.

B. LONG-TERM OBJ'!OTIVES rofers to the d:; lineation of district
objectives appropriate to the student's level of functioning.

C. INITIAL DIAGNOSIS refrs to the determination of the
performance level of the individual student relative to
district objectives at a given point in his educational
programr

P. SHOUT-TERM OBJECTIVES refers to the delineation or the
long-term objectives appropriate to the student's level
of functioning at a given point in his educational program.

E. ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS refers to the review
of available materials appropriate to the diagnosis and
short-term objectives established for the student.

F. ADAPTATION 0" INSTRUCTIONNL MATERIALS refers to the
rearrangement of available materials appropriate to the
diagnosis and short-tem objectives established for the
student.

G. DEVELOMENT OF INSIA1CTIONAL MATERIALS refers to the treat inn
of materials which are appropriate to the diagnosis and
short-term objectives established for the student.

H, ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES refers to the review
of available strategies appropriate to the diagne.sis and
short-term objectives established 4'or the student.

ADAPTATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES refers to the
rearrangement of available strategics appropriate to
the diagnosis and short-term objectives established for
the student.

J. DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONA PROCEDURS refers to the
creation of strategies which are appropriate to the diagno!:io
and short-tom objectives established for the student.

K. INTERVENTION refers to the prc,-ription of nuterialr, :.1r1
procedures appropriate to the diagnosis .1.nd short-term
objectives established for the .itudent.



L. APPLICATION refers to the pre:entation of the prescribed
intervention to the student.

M. CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT refers to the ongoing evaluation of
the student's perfcrmance with the prescribed intervention with
feedback leading to the continued application and/or alternate
materials and/or alternate procedures.

N. ALTERNATE PROCEDURES refers to different strategies
appropriate to the diagnosis and short-term objective initially
established for the student.

0. ALTERNATE 7NIATERIALS refers to different materials appropriate
to the diagnosis and short-term objective initially established for
the student.

P. NEW INTERVENTION refers to the different prescription of
materials and/or procedures appropriate to the diagnosis and
short-term objective initially established for the student.

Q. SUB-OBJECTIVE refers to the finer delineation of the short-term
objective through smaller steps.

R. CONTINUED APPLICATION TO PERFORMANCE CRITERION
refers to the ongoing use of the ,-ffcctive intervention until the
student master's the short-term objective.

V. AREAS FOR EVALUATION

A, Th 4,,acher must specify the longterm objectivc; fir each individual
consi6tent with the district objectives for the mentally retarded child.

B. The teacher must show on request, current diagnostic records for
each retarded individual in his classroom. These records must
show the status of each retarded individual's academic, social,
physical, and vocational development toward fulfillment of his
individualized long-ertn objectives.

C. The teacher must show on request, written evidence of short-term
objectives for his instruAlon of tle melt ally retarded individuals in
his classroom. These objectives must !!e based on and reflect the
long-term objectives for the individual tiiagnoses made.

.23



1). The teacher must show written evidence of continuous
assessment of each mentally retarded individual's academic,
social, physical, and vocational performance. These
assessments must show that alternate procedures and/or
materials or sub- objectives are provided for the child A
he falters in his progress toward the achievement of the
short-term objectives.

E. In an actual teaching situation, the teacher must demonstrste
application of the selected intervention.

. VI, PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

A. The evaluation team is to be presented with:

1. A list of district objectives.'

2, A U.st of the long term objectives for each child in
1-1 te,:eher's class.

Ale the tvo consistent?

B. Current Uiagnostic records for each retarded individual
in the class must be presented for each of the following
areas:

1. Academic

2, So,7ial

3. Physical

4. Vocational

Is there evidence of information directly relevant to
the fulfillment of the long term objectives?

C. A list of short term objectives for each of the long term
objectives specified for the individual child must be
produced.

h. The teacher must show written evidence of continuous
yassessmeut in the rollowing areas;

1. Academic

6. r11,rnate procedures
b. Alternate materials
c. Cliterion measures
d. Sub-objectives



2. Social

a. Alternate procedures
b. Alternate materials
c. Criterion measures
d. Sub-objectives

3. Physical

a. Alternate procedures
b. Alternate materials
c. Criterion measures
d. Subobjectives

4. Vocational

a. Alternate procedures
b. Alternate materiels
c. Criterion measures
d. Subobjectives

S. While the teacher's class is in session, the evaluation
team will videotape the activities and interventions of
the child who was chosen in criterion D above. This
videorecording will have a duration of 30 minutes at
any time: which the team determines. Evaluation will be
made on the basis of:

1. The specification of the intervention which is to.
lake place as determined by the team from the specification
cf interventions in criterion D above.

2. Consistency of specified intervention and observed
intervention.

Evaluation will be based on the video tape recording of
the teacher's performance after steps A, B, C, D have
been fulfilled.



GROUP PROCESSES SUPPORTING HUMANISTIC EDUCATION

Joyce Sonntag

Ean Fernando Valley State College, Northridge, California

I would like to share w14'. you some activities from the Truman potential

movement, from communications laboratories, from meditative disciplines; which

seem to have had powerful effects on the groups of people who do them together:

students in teacher-education classes have achieved importart insights into themselves.

and have related to one another in mutually supportive ways. Teachers and children

have communicated across the fears and distances that separate them, and diminished

the fears and the distances. Classes have become networks of "!.21ping" relationships,

where students facilitate one another's growth in individually satisfying directions.

If I describe what we do, perhaps l can convey S0111". thing of the expericiKe. If

I invite a few volunteers to join me and heln me demonstrate what I'm talking about, I

think you might understand more of what is involved. Or. we could do these things

together, and you could consult your own experience in them in deciding about theft

usefuIlness. It seems to me that if the third way is available the first two arc a waste

of time.

Before we do anything else, I would like to ask you to notice how it feels to be

in this room...close your eyes and be aware of your level of comfort or discomfort...

how do you feel about what you've been hearing?. .notice how you feel towaids me...

and whether you could imagine us having a conversation... what would you have to say

to me...notice how you feel about the people on each side r,f you...elose? distant ?...

interested?..bored? ...you don't have to tell anyone just notice how you're feeling...
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and open your eyes.

Now please use the next three minutes to have a conversation with someone

you don't already know. Please do three things -- try to get to know your partner...

try to make yourself known to your partner... and notice how it feels to be doing that.

We are really short on time, so you will have lo find a partner quickly, and make

every minute count.

Take a minute to think about your v.'ay of doing what we just did... for example,

what did you find out about your partner? ...and are those the things you really want

to I--3ow?. does your partner know about you?... and does this include anything

very interesting about you?... How abolt the balance between talking and listening?...

Does anyone feel that they talked too much ?...11ow does that feet ?... Would anyone like

to put a word on tit,. feeling?... Maybe you barely spoke at all... How does that feel?...

Is it ok, or do you miss the feeling of being known to someone else ?... Was your way

of doing this unusual -- or pretty much your accustomed style?.. .1f you think that your

balance is usually on the side of talking... or usiially on the side of listening... you might

want. to explore the other side of the balance, just to see how that feels...

If you aren't satisfied with the way you just had a conversation, think about how

you might have a better one... and choose another strange.- for a partner. This time

we have a rule: don't ask any questions. Mutual inquisition is not necessarily the

most effe^4ive way of getting to know another person... so talk to your new partner for

three minutes and don't ask any questions stop.

Compare the two conversations you have just had. Was the second bcter?... or

worse ?.. , or about the same as the first '1... Bow was it not to ask quest ions?.. , did you

learn different things. or was it aly.,,tt the same?. .. Did you say different things about

yourself when you weren't quest ioned?...or was that about t.le same ?... Notice your
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feeling about your partner... flow does it feel to be in this room?... Has that

changed any, or is it about the same?

Please find another person that you would like to get to know...and for two

minutes... without talking at all just look at your partner... it's ok to be a little

embarrassed, but don't talk... and see what you can learn about your partner from

just looking...lf you find you are avoiding each others eyes.consider not avoiding

them... just to find out what it is that is kind of scary about looking at eyes.

Turn your back to your partner. Now, without turning around... talk things

over for three minutes Flop.

How was .'tat ?... Which was bct.er -- looking or not looking?... What was bad

about looking?... about not looking?.. ,flow was being looked at?

Notice how it feels to be i this room. Has anything changed from the way

you felt twenty minutes ago? What's different?... You have spent some t imo getting

in touch with the other people here. let's take a little time for getting in touch with

yourself.

Close your eyes... and notice the way the air of the room feels to your skin...

is it warmer or cooler than you are?... Notice your breathing... without trying to

change it. notice whether it is fast or slow,..deep or shallow... This is one way that

you interact with the univorse... taking it in...changing sendin it out. Each

time you do this, you change. and the universe changes...and neither of you trill ever

be quite as you were. This interaction with the universe has a r;-).hin to it... De aware

of the rhythm of your breathing.

There is another rhythm in the Viy yon: are al cc rif It now... your pulse...

Ile aware of your heart and thc rhythm of its beat...notice the pulse in your fingertips...
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in the tip of your nose. (This one takes longer. Move your attention Owl the

back of your neck, and across your shoulders... Notice any discomfort that you've

been ignoring... where are your clothes pushing at your body, and constrict ing it ?...

where are you pushing at your clothes and shaping them?...

How is it in the center of you?... What kiwis of feelings are stirring there?...

remember thai there are other people in the room?... how do you feel towards them?...

Do you feel like being closer to the people here ?...or do you feel like staying separate,

inside of yourself ?...Are you allowing yourself to feel whichever way 't is, or do you

think it is better to feel one of those NyaNs, and arc you trying to push yourself toward

feeling that way?... if so, try letting yourself be.

Very slowly, come back out of yourself, and into the commu,lity here. When

you are ready, open your eyes, look around... and without talking, find yourself another

partner.

Close your eyes and take your partner's hands. Can you tell anything about

how your partner is feeling from his hands? Can you let your partner know how

you are feeling with just your hands?... Without opening your eyes, move your hands

to your partners face... Car you t ell anything about how he is feeling from touching

his face?... from the temperature, or the tension.., what are you learning about

your partner?

When you are ready, open your eyes. w ith your partner, join two other couples,

and talk oyes what you have been doing here, and how vou feel about it. In a few minutes

we will reassemble as a group.
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To become a teacher is to enter into a special relationship with students,

will colkagues, with the community. Therefore, teacher education should provide

opportunities to expmine ones' characteristic ways of relating. If these relationships

are to be au,hentie and growth promoting, teachers mast have a high level of self-

awareness. Therefore, teachers need experiences that heighten self- awareness.

Beyond the potential value of this kind of group experience in promoting

individual awareness and the ability to establish relationships, is the value in

creating a climate of trust in which members can safel; disclose unfamiliar parts

of themselves. It is important that this be a part of the future teacher's own learning

experience, and that she know how to provide it for students. A group in which psychological

survival is not threatened can develop a sense of community which gives each member

the feeling of bebrging. Where mutual respect satisfies basic needs for esteem,

members are released from the pressures of deficiency needs released to grow

towards self-actualization.

Meaningful personal goals may be accomplished in relationship with ideas

and materials, but they are set and clarified and eventually acted upon -- in relationships

with persons. It is in personal encounter that the individual's own objectives become clear

to him -- social and political acceptance determine whether his new ideas are acted upon.

Access to perons must he given the highest priority in humanistic education,

because it opens access to self. This is par'iculary evident in the development of gifted

children -- since one of their differentiating characteristics is a history of close int r ract ion

with adults. it is important that their education include both the kind of learning uniquely

available from their peers, and the process of achieving and maintaining mutually

rewarding peer relationships.
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Attention to the development of the group is important in any efforts at

humanistic education, and seems essential to the education of teachers. Teachers

must he able to enter into authentic relationships, and to help their students to

achieve them -- because the crucial need in human education is the need people

have for one another.
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In-Service Training: Implications

Sue. C. Tenorio
George Washington University, Washington, D C

Long after ;he excited screaming and shouting that

accompanies the introduction of any new product has ended,

the most important activity continues to take place

maintenance of the product. For quite obviously, if the

product doesn't work, it won't sell. It is to this point

that this paper is geared although the educational jargon

for maintenance or anything that benefits maintenance, is

called "In-Service Training."

Over the course of the Northern Virginia Title III

(ESEA) Diagnostic and Resource Teacher Program, there were

a number of in-service activities which took place that

may have implications for the introduction and/or maintenance

of innovative teaching models into a regular erhool program.

One of the most signififmnt tmpfl'ations is that by far,
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the most critical matntenance or in-service activity takes

place outside the program being introduced. The focus of

this paper, consequently, will be upon In-Service Activi4es

within and outside the program, respectively.

Within the Program

As with any-large group of teachers and/or specialists,

there were varying backgrounds of teaching and training

experiences among the Diagnostic- Prescriptive and Crisis-

Resource Teachers in the Title III Program -- ranging from

first year teachers to individuals' with twelve years teaching

experience. There were teachers who had undergone full

university training as Diagnostic-Prescriptive and Crisis-

Resource Teachers to those who, although acquainted with

the Program concepts, had had no formal coursework. Needless

to with such a myriad of needs, skills and abilities,

much of the "in-hou.sel in-service training had to be

individually tailored.

At the beginning of the school year, a week long

Orientation-Training Program was held for Program Teachers.

Although a few of the presentations involved outside

consultants, the major portion of presentations were made

by individuals -- teachers and administrative staff -- with-

in the Program itself. Not only did such an approach allow

the fleAglitA teaPherr t.0 tl,r1 sitwxtion and



openly with those who "had bi2en there and back," but it

also served to strengthen communication and interstaff

relationships.

Two Program activities were required. attendance for

all Program Teachers -- meetings and monthly work-

shops. Bi- weekiy meetings were held after school with

Diagnostic-Prescriptive and Crisis-Resource Teachers individu-

ally, primarily to disseminate information and discuss

programs. Invariably, however, these meetings took on the

format of problem - solving.

At these meetings it was not unusual for a teacher to

initiate discussion by saying, "This happened to me in my

school .... does anyone have any suggestions about what I

can or should do?". A pooling of experiences, both negative

and positive, as well as suggestions re: materials and ap-

proaches often resulted. It is significant to note that

mid-year these meetings took place only once a month as the

flourishing of individual teacher's programs seemed to

decrease the need for such groep meetings.

Through the cooperation of principals of schools in

the Program, monthly workshopc for all Program Teachers as

well as any interested principals, supervisoro, and directors,

were held the last Friday morning of each month. In addition

to providing the Program Teachers with the opport,mity to
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meet en masse to share ideas, the workshops also were in-

tended to stimulate and generate professional interests via

a variety cf presentations.

Among the workshop presentations were those by a

Supervisor of Crisis-Resource Teachers in a neighboring

community and another by a Director of a private School

utilizing behavior modification exclusively. One work-

shop afforded Program Teachers the opportunity to attend the

State CEC Federation Meeting. The final workshop of the

year involved discussion and planning of the Program for the

following year based upon mail-out evaluation forms to the

Program Teachers.

Supplemental to the total group in-service activities

were individual in-service activities. These included

demonstration teaching and team teaching by supervisory

staff as well as participation in school conferences and

meetings with the Diagnostic-Prescriptive and Crisis-Resource

Teachers. The authority and prestige of the Program

Administration often served to reiterate and support re-

commendations made by the Program Teachers.

The need for such reinforcement of the role and function

of program teachers cannot be overemphasized. As school-

based educational specialists, the Crisis- Resource and

Diagnostic-Prescriptive Teachers, by design, must maintain



strong, positive introstoff relationships. By virtue of

that factor alone, Program Teachers do not have the usual

freedom to criticize or complain about another staff

member's shortcomings. Opportunities need to be provided

in which Program Teachers can''let it all hang out", i.e.

to discuss freely issues and concerns with an objective

party or parties without fear of reprisal.

Once a month, principals of Program Schools met with

the Program Administrative Staff to discuss the progress

of the Program. Since the Title III Prograin involved three

separate communities in Northern Virginia -- Alexandria,

Arlington, and Falls Church -- these meetings not only

served to foster inter - community relationships, but also

provided an accessible line of communication between the

schools' administration and the Program Administration.

The support of school administra-Aon should not be

underestimated for without it, many a Crisis-Resource or

Diagnostic-Prescriptive Teacher would have been stymied.

Very oftentimes the difference between a good Program

Teacher and an excellent Program Teacher is a highly

supportive administrator.

In the first year to reinforce the goals and philosophy

of the Title III Program, tuition-free university courses

on Diagnostic-Prescriptive and Crisis-Resource Teaching,
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were offered to Program Teachers and Principals, sponsored

by the Program in conjunction with The George Washington

University. The second year, courses on the same basis

were again offered but to regular classroom teachers within

the Program Schools. Although funding in the third year did

not permit, plans were to sponsor the same courses for class-

room teachers and principals in non-program schools to extend

the ideals of the Program chd hopefully encourage a pro-

liferation of the two teaching models within the three

communities.

Outside the Program

As was alluded to earlier, the most critical in-service

activity occurred outside the Program, Largely due to its

newness, any innovative teaching model, method, or material

is invariably viewed, at least initially, with much

apprehension and sometimes, great mistrust. The tenuous

lifehood of such a product becomes readily apparent and the

most effective means of overcoming this "handicap" is to

demonstrate the strengths and/or benefits of the product, i.e.

that it does, indeed, "work". This point becomes especially

critical when the product in question is funded in part by

federal or state funds which eventually must be matched or

taKen over by local communities.

Keeping all this in mind the code phrases for the

Program Administration became, "Be aPr!essible -- get

U
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information out and get people in to see.'' The process of

maintenance, or in- service, outside the Program entailed a

dissemination of information first followed by opportunities

to question and discuss. This was accomplished by three

means of communication -- written, oral, and visual.

Written communication included a Newsletter and posifion

papers describing the Program which were sent out to local,

state, and national source:, including professional organi-

zations and university programs. A Methods and Materials

Manual based primarily on suggestions and ideas from the

Program Staff was put together and distributed. This same

manual was eventually printed by the State Department of

Education of Virginia and is available upon request.

Oral communication included presenting speeches- --

anywhere and everywhere, 1n -state and out-state -- to

parent groups, professional and para-professional organi-

zations. Not to be over looked were student groups from

high school to college-level. Particularly at the graduate

level some of the university students showed potential of

becoming Diagnostic - Prescriptive and Crisis-Resource Teachers

and/or introducing the concepts into their immediate work

situations with assistance.

It is one thing to read or hear about an innovative

concept but another thing to actually see It in action.

;1I
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To this end, visual communicati.on included a continuous

flow of visitors, professionals at local, state, and

national levels, to the Program Schools to observe and

talk with principals, classroom teachers, and Program

Teachers. Additionally, series of demonstration teaching

sessions were, held, at request, in schools where administra-

tion and faculty were interested in learning how they could

begin to initiate the Title III Program concepts.

As the Title III (ESEA) Diagnostic-Prescriptive and

Crisis-Resource Teacher Pro:;ram ends its third and final

year, the time and effort put into the maintenance and

service of those within but particularly to those outside

the Program, appears to have been well-invested --- once

upon a concept, now upon us a reality.



An Introduction to Behavior Modification for Teachers

Charles A. Watts, University of Southern California, Los Anneles
Thomas G. Chastain, University of Kansas, LaNrence

Wayne D. Lance, University of Oregon, Eugene
Willard G. Jones and Dan R. Anderson, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley

The purpose of this presentation is to introduce you to some of the more

important basic principles of behavior modification and to stimulate you to

want to learn more about these principles. We are assuming that these

materials do in fact constitute an introduction for most of our audience

today.

It is not poaaible to deal exhaustively in this relatively short time we

have today with all of the principles of behavior modification. We will

instead focus here on three principles which are basic to the understanding

and successful use of the larger set of principles, namely, the counting,

pinpointing, and charting of 1:ehaviors.

In the video tapes you will see during Chis presentation three different

teaching situations were filmed as they actually occurred. The situations

depicted in each tape segment cover a wife range of behaviors, from a child

with a severe problem of disruptive and self abusive behavior to a class-

room filled to the"nervous breakdown" with emotionally disturbed children.

We have selected this variety of behaviors in order to demonstrate to you

that each could be dealt with successfully by the same basic application

of behavior codification principles.

In the first video-tape you will see a young boy whose behavior was

characterized by an extremely high level of hyperactivity. His parents

described him as extremely destructive, commenting that he "got into every-

thing" and that they had to keep all the cupboards in the house locked.

He was reported to sleep very little and his parents had to get up several

times during the night in order to put him back in bed. His doctor des,..ribed

his behavior similarly stating that he was "extremely hyperactive in the

true sense, all over the room, very distractable, etc."

You will be shown two brief segments of a teaching situation with this child. 5 a



In both segments he is being rewarded for correctly naming the color of a

card when presented to him. Please note the child's level of attention to

the task throughout both segments.

The second video-tape illustrates the use of a powerful behavorial pro-

cedure with a young boy who has a history of self-abusive, tantrum oad

destructive behaviors. Since the child that you will see does not speak,

the teacher is attempting to increase the frequency of his imitation of sounds

which is the first step in the speech development program. The task con-

fronting the teacher is to eliminate the disruptive behaviors in order that

the teaching process can begin.

During both of these video-tapes you will be asked to count and graph

specified behaviors engaged in by these children. P]e-labeled graphs are

included in this manual for that purpose. Additional information regarding

these childrens' diagnoses and the outcome obtained by the application of

these techniques is also included in your manual.

The third tape illustrates the application of a token system with a class

of emotionally disturbed children. Tnis tape is presented in four segments.

The first segment shows the classroom prior to the application of the token

system; the second and third illustrate the steps used in applying the

token system while the fourth showsk the classroom approximately 6 weeks

after tae token system was begun. A detailed discussion of the application

of the token system and related reading materials are included in your manual.

Throughout this presentation you will notice that appropriate behaviors

are rewarded with extrinsic rewards, including candy and tokens. Extensive

research indicates that this is one of the most efficient ways to develop

and maintain desired behaviors. You will also notice that each time the

extrinsic reward is offered to the child, praise from the teacher is also

given. The purpose in doing this is to facilitate bringing the child's



behavior under the control of the praise alone so that the extrinsic rewards

will no longer be required.

Let us begin now to consider the first two of the three principles that we

will explore today, counting and pinpointing behaviors.
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the is s n H d oRnly inri the techniques of behavior

1,anagerrlen is to ,elinvior". In this phase you need to detei

mine just what behriviar yu.-11 to attempt to alter. When you begin, it

may seem that there as a tilinH,t of potential hchaviors: "He's hyperactive",

"he's all over the The other 1=iqs , He doesn't do his wort:"

"Haw does he [-other ott)t,t ! Hs?", "Dries he bother all of them?", "How often?".

The irrhnir;Hi i. 't,riti.,q i, the., priority 11 ; 111 ; 1; ,I1t!

startstartinrl place rind (or further projects.

Once you have t:criHy "turret dehavior", it will be necessary to

pinpoint the specific o,t. This cpecificity is necessary for consistency in measure-

ment. The I.. ey )irit,Di0t;ivj is, "Is it observable and measurable?".

The best way to deteimir,,, thir, is to he sure nit have scientifically defined the

behavior observed and the Locedure used to record the behavior. Your recordit

should be subjected to n reliability cheat. that is reported in terms of thrt process

and degree of aft-cement (4,tained. It must he stressed that a precise definition of

the behavior and observation techniques are essential. It is not sufficient to say,

"He is having pwblenrs in arithmetic". Rut lather, "He cannot add two column

numbers' .

This represents a type of isehrivint refer!, d to as operant or voluntary. It

that the behavior is enittcd and follo-r:cd by a censequence. The 041 type

of ivior, to..,p,,n.l,nt or t,cais us 0 iin!suIl of soma Ainullor.. In krituvioq

modification v.e ore i rHorily conrcroN: ',.its) tire operant behaviors and thus you

may hear the label operant cor,iitir:qinj applied to the process.
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Following the pinpointing of a specific behavior one must determine how

often, when, or how rtinny times is the behavior occurring. There are different

methods of measuring and recording.

The three main types of recording ore auto,natic recording, direct measure-

ment of permonent product:: and observational recording. Each of these methods has

certain advantages and disadvantage- ossociated with it, but each olso serves to

give the best indication of specific types of information.

Automatic Recording utilizes o mechanical process which is activated by

the individual and the machine, in turn, records the response. Electrical counters

on turn stiles are an everyday example of this. This is a good technique, if you

have the equipment, for counting every time o response is made.

Direct Measurement of o Permanent Product is a title applied to tangihle

things produced by the individual. This is particularly applicable to academic

tosks such os written spelling words, .m5,.vcrs to ,,ocird studies questions, or

ball kicking trials.

Observational Recording is the third type and consists of several types of

recordings:

Continuous recording is simply a method where the observer records
everything os it happens. In such cases it is like an anelotal record
of all events.

A more manageable educational technique is event recording where
the observer selects specific behaviors and records the frequency of
their occurrence. Often this is referred to as tally recording be-
cause the observer simply makes a lumberman's mark or tolly each
time the event occurs. This is appropriate to behavior where merely
knowing ti.e number of times the e,eant occurred is impor'ant. The

number of tines the child initiated conversation or number of times
he spoke out without permission could be recorded in this manner.



In some cases it is important to new how long the activity was in
progress. It may he important to know how tong it took the child
to complete ten problems or how long it took him to get his materials
ready hefore he began the assignmer,t. This is called duration
recording.

Two types of sampling recoiditg are interval rccarding end tune
sampling. During interval r,-corcting the observation session is di-
vided into equal tirre segments. The observer simply records
whether the behavior Ali l or did not occur clurinq that time period,
giving bath frequency and duration. In time sompling method, the
observation session is divided into intervals but the occurrence or
non-occurrence of the behavior I. only observed at the end of each
interval.

Percent and rate are ft erpiently La I (-1J1,111 d an academic behaviors. Most

commonly this is percent correct and rate correct. Tc figure percent correct you

count the number correct and divide it by the total number of items. To establish

rate correct, divide the flun.her correct by ..,e number of seconds required to

complete the Nisi, 011r1 rrniltiply by 60 for rate carlect per minute.

Once the counting procedure hos been determined, the baseline or re:ord

of the operant level of the behavior can be determined. This is necessary if you

ore to decide what modification you wont to make on the behavior.
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E Stab' ; n:3 a target

A. Number of potential will appear
B. List in priority

Pinpoint behavior (torTet)

A. Identify specifically for consistency in rneasuiement
B. Observoi)le cod mec>vrable

1 Scientific definition
a. behavior observed

procedure used to record behavior
2. Description of reliability

a. obtained
b. d,--,!roe of agreement

C. Types of Behovior
1. Respondent

a, reflex
h. stimulus-reponse

2. Operant
a. voluntary
b. Leavic,r-consequence

I . Counting Behavior

A. Determine what records to keep
1. Counting every occurrence (folly)

To offect number of times done
2. Rote

a. if interested in time as relates to nJrnber
attn enIfect

3. Percent
0. number of total
11 correct

4. Duration
;i me kr whole task

B. Baseline
1. need record of operant level
2. need to deter mire what to do

a, accelerate
u. decclepite
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"Charting of Behaviors'

Individualization through Measurement and Standardization

Imagine a world without measurement or any form of standardization! How

delightful you say -- we could really do our own thing and be an individual.

But stop and. think a world without standardization? Could we

survive, such less function adequately? Yes, I suppose that we could survive,

but at a rather low level, and what progress we have made over the cwituries

would be nearly negated in a short tine. We would have no way to communicate

abcut time, ur distance, or size. Ve would be in quite a quandary if we

legislated out standardization and quite possibly an underground movement would

begin to bring it back in as soon as possible!

Measurement and standardization are `sere to stay and as educators we

will do well to look around and determine how this phenomenon effects, or

should effect, wlat goes on in e classroom. We can point to numerous

exi.ples of progress because ol -.r n'Ality to apply the principles of

standardization and measurement L. he sciences and to direct application in

industry. And if we really observe the learning process in a classroom it

doesn't take long to see the need for the Application of measurement to what t'e

do with kids. One author has stated it rather succinctly when he said

"Measurement is the only means whereby the teacher can objectively know what

is happening, in the classroom."1 And until we know what is happening in the

classroom we are not Ina position to individualize instruction. Measurement

need not lead to an assembly line method of providing learning experiences

or children, bat just the opposite; measurement provides us with an essential

1 E.-lrold Kunzelmann (Ld.) Precision Teaching: An Initial Training, Sequence.

Special Child Publications, 1970.
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necessary for helping each child to ]earn in his own way at his own rate.

The standardization we are talking about is not a standard teaching method but

rather a standard for measuring and portraying where a child is, where he has been,

and where he is going.

enstl-event in the Classroom

Perhaps the overriding question we often ask (or need t.a ask) as teachers

is this "How do I know when I've done the job?" Are my pupils really

improving? If so, how rapidly? Are they learning as rapidly today as they

were last month?

So many behaviors are occurine in the classroom that we often are inclined

to throw up our hands and say in effect that it is an impossible task to

pre:tsely measure and record anything. Really now, with all tbe constraints

und.,r which a teacher must work, can he be expected to take time to measure

the behaviors of students in his classroom? The answer is an emphatic "yes."

it eAly adequate way to know when something has effected pupil performance is

to obtain some measure of that pupil's behavior regarding the particular task

or concept that you have prescribed for the learner. How, quite obviously, a

t,!acher is not going to measure every bit of pupil behavior and since you

have already learned quite a bit about pinpointing behavior, we need not

expand on ghat to measure, but concentrate on how to effectively visualize what

we have measured.

Uhat we need is a way to measure and display information thPt encompasses

some of the characteristics of performance measurement described by Skinner,

expanded upon by Lindsley, and reported by Kunzelmann (1970). Ve need a

method that can do the following:

GI



(1) Presents data in an orderly manner. We teachers have so much paper

work to do that we cannot afford to be disorganized.

(2) Can be reoroduced. We require. a method that can be used repeatedly

with the same pupil and with different pupils for different curriculum

areas.

(3) Can be applied to the behavior of an individual without comparing him

to a group. 11 usually want to know how Johnny is doing compared

to Johnny, not compared to the class or some normative group.

(4) Provides a continuous report, not a one or two time measure,

(5) Can be applied by the learner as well as by the teacher. If a teacher

has 30 pupils, how nice to have 30 individuals measuring theft own

performance rather than one teacher trying to monitor each individual.

(t) Can help the teacher in deciding what to do next. We ought to be nble

to make decisions based upon data that supports a high probability

of success.

(7) Caa show us as much information about a pupil as possible whenever

we change the conditions of learning.

;,roter way of saying it is that a teacher needs an objective record as a basis

fcr planning a prcgran for each pupil and this record ought to have as many of

the above characteristics as possible.

(i)prtinil -- t l!ethod for liandliim fleasurerent

Ve will assure that you are convinced of the importance of using measurement

in the classroom (and of course we know that you have been using various forms

of measurement throughout your teaching career) and so let us proceed to chartiv1,.

that is it? Simply a rethod to display what we have measured. We could write

devn a list of figures cn a piece of paper, but the tore figures we write, the



:ore confusing it becomes, and even if it makes some sense to us, it probably

will he difficult for anyone else to understand just lat is happening to a

particular pupil. Look at the following example:

"Correct Arithmetic Problems Per. Minute for Johnny"

Raw Data

Monday 3

Tuesday 5

Wednesday 4

Thursday 10

Friday 15

Chart nethod

T I-

Th

Which method of displaying the data is most meaningful to you as a teacher in

answerirg questions about Johnny's arithmetic performance and in making plans

for future lessons? Suppose that you had six weeks of data -- the advantages of

a rraphic display w)uld become even more obvious. Charting is a means of visually

observing the changes that are occuring in a pupil's performance.

You may chart percentages of some behavior you have pinpointed, which

certainly can be useful, but many educators are in agreement that rate is the

best measure to encompass the seven items discusbed in the preceeding section.

Some people prefer to chart on regular graph paper while others prefer touse

6-cycle semi-logarithmic chart paper. The latter has several advantages, among

them are the magnifying of distances between units at the low ranges, of converting

absolute data into a relative comparison, and of handling occurrences ranging

from once per day to 1,000 titres per minute.

A simple metnod of charting requires a piece of paper And a pencil and a

watch with a second hand. Time (in minutes or days) is often represented across

G ;



;lorizontal line of your chart, or perhaps you represent trials or

pri,centation on this axis. The vertical line nay represent percentage, moveonts,

or Crceuency.

F 100 -
R

Q 50 -

U

id 1 -

C

`i

M T W Th F

Time in Days

You may record a behavior that you tre attempting to accelerate or decelerate

on your chart, or perhaps you will record two behavicrs on the same chart.

Without getting hung up at this point on the type of chart paper Vou use,

cc bore that you see the importance of visually according you data in a

eannM.ul manner. Try it! You will find that it not only helps you to be

a better teacher, but your pupils will "turn en" to beintl able to see their coln

pre;;rcss and what great information to have for that next parent-teacher

uonference. Your principal might even be convinced to givt. you a retit pay

increase on the basis of your hard data on pupil performance. After all, you

will be able to show that learning has occurred!
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EXERCISE ONE: CASE HISTORY

The child that you will see in this video tare was approximately 5

years of age when these sequences were taped. Hio medical history indicates

that he was under treatment for staggering spells of uknown origin:other-

wise hie physical condition was basically normal.

His wejor problem was distractability and hyperactivity. As a matter

of fact his behavior was so disruptive that his parents were obliged to keep

all the cupboards in the house locked and to take turns standing guard

over him at night. His physician confirmed his hyperactive behavior pointing

out that he was unable to get him to sit still long enough to complete the

tracing and copying tasks involved in hie neurological diagnosin. Pre-

scribed medication had little effect on the child's hyperactive behaviors.

Upon hie entry to the school it was first neceseary to train him to it

still long enough that the teaching process could at least begin. This was

accomplished by rewarding him for sitting in the chair for increasing lengths

of time :Aatil he would sit in the chair for at least 20 minutes.

During the first segment of this tape you will see him learning to

correctly name colors. Note that the teacher (his mother) will not present

him with the colored card unless he is attending to her. Since he must

correctly identify the color before he can receive his reward he tends to

focus for the most part on the task.

This segment consists of 20 trials, that is, the colored card will be

presented 20 times to the child. We intend that this first counting and

graphing exercise be as easy as possible for yowwe have therefore selected

an exercise in vhic7% you will be able to tell quite clearly when the child

has correctly named the color because the teacher will present him with the

reward when he does so. Ignore any instances of multiple verbal responses

on the part of the student and focus on the delivery of the rewind as an

indication of a successful trial.



1.3

The data that we would like you to graph on page 16 of your manual

is the ratio of correct responses to the number of trials. Your task is

to count the number of correct responses made and divide that number by

20 and plot the appropriate percentage on the graph above the horizontal

line directly over the section marked "let 20 Presentations ".

During the second segment of 20 trials which was taped the following

day you will notice an extremely high level of background noise. Recall

that this child has had a problem of distractability and observe the

extent to which the 2hild attends to the background noise. Here again we

want you to plot the ratio of correct responses obtained during these

20 trials above the section of the horizontal line marked "2nd 20 Presentations."

You vill notice that another behavior has already been graphed for you.

This behavior is the per cent of time during the 20 trials when the

child's head is turned 90 degrees or more away from the teacher, We refer

to this behavior SA non-attending behavior, and it was observed to have

occurred during these two sessions approximately 7Z and 10Z of the time

respectively. We consider this to be satisfactory for a child with a history

of distractability and hyperactivity such as reported here.
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EXERCISE ONE: FOLLOW OP DATA

The youngster that you have just seen will enroll in the public schools

this coming fall. At present, he participates in 30 minutes pre-school

activities with few instances of hyperactive behavior observed. Individual

sessions can be conducted for longer periods of time with no difficulties.

Achievement and language data obtained recently indicate that he is

now slightly above the norm for children of his age, and the use of drugs

is no longer considered necessary.
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Countl.ng and Graphing: Exercise 1

1. Behavior Graphed
A. Per cent correct. color naming responses to 20 presentations of a

colored card (solid line).
B. Per cent of time not a-tending to instructor, i.e., student's head

turned 900 or more away from directly facing the instructor (dashed
line).

2. Consequence Provided
A. Candy presented with verbal approval each time the student correctly

Pones the color presented.
3. Special Conditions

A. During the second 20 presentations, a h.gb level of background noise

was delibTrately erected.
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The young boy shown in this sequence was about 6 years of age when this

tape was wade. His previous medical history indicated that he was treated

for meningitis at age 6 months, but otherwise his physical examination

revealed no clear indication of physical impairment. He was described as

a generally hyperactive child and was receiving 164 mg, of drugs a day in

an attempt to control his hyperactive behavior.

His behavior at home was characterized by frequent incidences of head

banging (as many as 200 during an eight hour period), tent4um0,(an

average of 40 per day) and destructive behavior towards inanimmtezbjects

(an average of 8 per day).

His behavior in the school was similar to that observed at home, ex-

cept that head banging increased in frequency to a maximum of 530 times

per hour.

Ve would like uow to take a few minutes and ask you to make a prognostic

statement for this child. Imagine that he haa been referred to you and that

all the information that you have on the child is that which we have just

given you. Indicate on the paper provided what you believe to be the chances

of this childs benefiting from an educational program. Use whatever format

you find convenient and when the group has completed the task share your

prognosis with the other group members.

Since the child had no functional speech wEen he entered the school,

it was decided that the development of speech would be concentrated upon

first. In order to begin with the first stage of speech training, which

involvea teaching the student to imitate gestures axe verbalizations made

by the teacher, the. child's disruptive and self abusive behaviors had to be

eliminated. Since the heed banging is pcentially the most dangerous

behavior that the child engages in we have asked you to record the frequency

i; 2
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of this behavior per minute throughout the exercise using the graph on

page 20 of your manual. To assist you in this task we will indicate when

55 sxonds have passed by saying "ready" and at 60 seconds we will say

"record." Record the number of head banging instances you counted above

the appropriate minute on the graph. You will have to work fairly rapidly

niece the instruction to record will elsr signal the start of the continuous

counting process. For the pet-pose of this exercise consider head banging

to be banging the head on the table or c'a'r and hitting the head with

the arms or hands.

During the first four minutes of this tape the teacher will simply

ignore the child as long as he is engaging in any disruptive behavior.

For the purpose of this presentation we will r1.5e1 to this four minute

segment as Base Line session. The purpose of a Base Line recording is to

determine the frequency of the behavior or behaviors of concern prior to

experimental intervention.

During the next eight minutes the teacher will leave the child alone

when he engages in these behaviors. She will return to him only when he

has remained silent for 10 seconds. The latter procedure is referred to

as Time-Oul. This simply means that the child is removed from all possible

sources of reward as long as he is engaging in teliesirable behaviors. In

this example the teacher leaves. In ether Instances the child may be

removed to a cubicle or adjoining room until he has not engaged in the

undesirable behaviors for a spe:ified length of tie-e. Time-Out procedures

have been shown to have a emetic effect in e1iminatieg undesirable be-

haviors, as you will' note dtling the net eight riAutes Continue to count

the frequency of head banging during this segment beginning with minute

S on the horizontal axis of your graph.



EXERCISE TWO: FOLLOW UP DATA

Regarding this child's progrIss during the three months he was en-

rolled in school:

A. Head banging was reduced to a average of 1.5 times per school day

with no incidents of head banging oc%urring on 57% of days.

Both tantrum and destructive behaviors were observed to occur on the

average of lesa than 1 time per day.

C. Imitation of teacher produced motor movements and sounds were main-

tained at approximately 90% overall.

At the completion of the school year the child's parents were trans-

ferred to a new job and his training at this center was terminated.

In this final tape segment which you will not have to count you will

see the child after the disruptive and self-abusive behaviors have been

satisfaLI:orily eliminated, Note that during this segment he generally

follows the directions given by the teacher and attends at a satisfactory

level to the teacher throughout the session.

However substantial yob may feel the contrast to be between this

segment and the preceeriing two you must: remember that this child has at

this point still achieved only a very snail number of the skills necessary

in order that he can satisfactorily function in the academic world.
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Counting and Graphing: Exercise 2

1. Behavior Counted
A. Self-abusive behavior, specifically: Banging head on table, chair,

or hitting the head with arms or hands.
2. Consequence Provided

A. Instructor left the student alone when he engaged in any disruptive
behaviors and returned when the student was quiet for at least ten
seconds.

3. Special Conditions
A. First four minutes recorded are baseline.
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EXERCISE 11IREE: It'KEN SYSTEMS

Usually teachers are encouraged to maintain the motivation of their

students through the use of materials which are in and of themselves

"interesting" and "stimulating" and by rewarding appropriate Lehaviors

with social or symbolic rewards, i.e. letter gradeR and teacher approval.

While this practice, however difficult to define accurately, may prove

satisfactory in some situations it is dramatically obvious that it is not

equally satisfactory in all situations.

Today we will look at one of those other situations. During the

next 8 minutes you will see a video tape of nine children in a classroom

for the emotionally disturbed.

At the completion of this segment we would like each of you to:

1) prepare a list of the problem behaviors that you observed, and

2) role ploy the position of a resource or master teacher and outline

a strategy for dealing with these problems that a student teacher could

use. Share your lists and suggestions with the group on completion

and than pass them on to your group leader. pte would like you to spend

no longer that 15 minutes on this task.

You may have noticed the lady seated at the table in the trent of the

class with a lare timing device. She is obtaining a base-rate on the

disruptive behaviors in the classroom. In this particular sequence she

was counting the numoer of children who were out of their seats at 20

second intervals.

The procedure that ve will introduce to you toCay has proven ex-

tremely successful for dealing with the kind of problems that you have

jut seen. It is referred to as a Token Reward systen. The 'token Re-

ward system is taaily distingu,shable from the traditional methot; of

teaching simply because of the fact that instead of relying on teacher

approval, grades and intrinsicany :ntereating materials to mailta4n



appropriate behaviors the token system rewards the student for appropriate

behaviors with a tangible object that ho can exchange for activities or

objects which are of interest to him.

The tokens themselves are of course symbolic objects. Poker chips,

foreign money and check marks have been used with successful token programs.

Let's see how we might approach the classroom situation you have just

seen using a token system.

First we would of course have co explain to the students what the

token system was all about, and we would have to arrange for the tokens

to have a putchase value, that is, we would have to work out a token cost

for activities and objects that each individual student desires. We would

also have to explain to the students those behaviors for which we are willing

to psi tokens and when they will receive their tokens for engaging in

desired behaviors.

For example, suppose that you wanted to reward students who stayed

in their seats with a specified number of tokens; in order to do this you

might make use of an ordinary kitchen timing device with a buzzer that

goes off on the average of every 5 minutes, although the interval between

buzzes might be as short as 1 minute or as lcng as 20 minutes. Each

time that the buzzer sounded you would pay ea.:11 person who was sitting

in his seat the number of tokens agreed upon.

In order to determine the activities aad objects for which the tokens

can be exchanged and the relative costs of each, a student menu can be

developed. A atttdent menu consists of those activities and objects that

the student wants, usually arranged in order from most to least desired.

Costs are established accordingly. Page 26 of your manual illustrates

the menu that one of the students in this cleat established with his parents.



Menus were also established for in-school activities; for example, 15

minutes of painting privileges could be obtained for 100 tokens, an extra

5 minutes of recess could be obtained for 300 tokens, etc.

The effects of initiating a token system are usually quite dramatic

and behavioral changes are readily observable. Nevertheless, children will

not ordinarily be rewarded in this fasion throughout their academic

careers therefore it is necessary to remove th-. token t!stem gradually

until the appropriate bahaviocs are ma!ntained with the previously

mentioned and more traditional rewards.

We will now show you some selected steps that ware followed in

establishing the Token s/stem with this (lass. only two students are

shown in the following video tape;. This is solely for the convenience

of Cie cameraman. Ordinarily the ntudeete are taught in groups of four

or five, with the regular classroom teacher working with one group and

a teacher aide with the other.

The first sequence illustrates the simultaneous rewarding of several

behaviors. In this sequence the students are rewarded fog correct responses

to the task and appropriate attending behavior. Disruptive incidents

are ignored and you win notice that th2 tokens can be exchanged immediately

for another extrinsic rqward, in thin instance candy.

You may recall these two students from the previous tape segment.

The child on the right did not respond at a)1 during the previous segment

while the youngster or the left attempted to respond several time but

was always shouted darn by the clasa.

During the secerd segment correct responses an appropriate attending

behaviors are rewarded and disruptive bel)rviors ignored but the tokens

can now no longer lot. exchanged immediately for another extrinsic revdrd.

1



The student now must wait until he has completed the task before exchanging

his tokens.

During the final segment which was taped approximately six weeks after

the token system was initiated, the tokens themselves have been almost

completely replaced by check marks which are recorded by one of the students

in the class. In this segment the following procedure is implemented:

1. those students who do pcorly ie Aath are paired with those students

who do well;

2. the better math student is designated the student teacher and the

poorer one the student;

3. the student teacher has 30 flash cards with math problems on them

which he presents to the student;

4. when the student teacher indicates that tie student has given the

right answer, the student raises his hand and the recorder gives him

a check mark on the chalkboard;

5. both the student teacher and the student receive a point for each

check mark that the student earns. These points can be exchanged in

the same manner es the tokens were;

6. tokens are awarded by the regular teacher to the student teacher

when he engages in appropriate teaching behavior, for example, saying,

"that's pod," when the student provides the correct answer.

Notice that it is not necessary at this point. to reward the stedents

for staying seated or attending to the task at hand. The students are

so involved in the task that incidences of undesired behaviors aimply

do not occur.

The Token Reward system was maintained with this class throughout the

remainder of the school year. Dieruptive nit were almost completely

eliminated and several of these students were pieced back into the normal



classroom after making satisfactory behavioral and academic progress in

this classroom.

This concludes our brief look at the Token RevAret system for today.

We would of course like to have been able to have spent more time on the

subject with you. If however we have been able to stimulate your interelt

regarding the use of the Token Reward system and/or the Behavior Mod-

ification approach to teaching we will consider our effort cuoay to have

been richly rewarded. The literature on Token Reward sysi,,Ins is fairly

extensive and we have included herein a list of some of the relevant books

and articles which you may find of value hould you wish to explore thi&

technique in greater depth.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A STUDENT MENU

ITEM_ TOKEN COST
1. Movies (10,600)

2. Hot Wheel Set (10,600)

3. Day at Amusement park (10,500)

4. Trip to visit relatives (10,000)

5. Goat Perm (5,300)

6. Tinker Toys (5,300)

7. Dinner at the teacher's house (5,300)

8. Hockey game (5,300)

9. Tennis shoes (5,300)

10. Picnic (5,300)

11. Model airplane, boat, etc. (2,650)

12. Fish and Chips . (1,680)

13. Svim at the gym (1,680)

14. Hake Brownies (1,120)

15. Go to the drive in (1,220)

16. Maim pinta pie (1,120)

17. Ride bicycle (1,120)

1S. Kite (1,120)

19. Make Popcorn '(560)

20. Favorite TV program (100)

Earning rates - Maximum

Approx. 560/day
Approx. 2,650/veek
Apprw; 10,600/month
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SPECIAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTERS
AND REGIONAL MEDIA CENTERS FOR THE DEAF

Center and Director

Carl W. Lappin, Director
Instructional Materials Reference Center
American Printing House for the Blind
1839 Frankfort Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky 40206

502/895-2405

Dr. Harold Ruvin, Director
New England Materials - Instruction Center
Boston University
704 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

617/353-3266 (Ruvin)
353-3195 (IHC)

Dr. Willard G. Jones, Director
Rocky Mountain Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
University of Northern Colorado
Gre "ley, Colorado 80631

303/351-2681

Dr. Raymond S. Cottrell, Director
Mid-Atlantic Region Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
George Washington University
820 20th Street, N. U.
Washington, D. C. 20006

202/676-7200

Miss Gloria CalJvini, Director
Instructional Materials Center
1020 South Spring Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706

217/525-2263

Mrs. Lou Alonso, Director
USOE/MSU Instructional Materials Center

for Handicapped Children and Youth
213 Erickson hall
Michigan State University
last Lansing, Michigan 48823

517/353-7810

Region Served

National

Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

Colorado
Montana
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming

Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Virginia

Illinois

Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
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Center and Director Region Served

Rapha.1 F. Simchea, Director
Maurice D. Olsen, Cnnrdinator
Special Education Instructional Materials Center
New York State Department of Education
55 Elk Street
Albany, New York 12224

518/474-6939 (Simches)
518/474-2251 (Olsen, IMC)

Mrs. Elizabeth L. Ayre, Regional Director
Special Education Instructional Materials Center
State University College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14222

716/862-5506

Mrs. Ferne Roberts, Regional Director
Regional Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
Hunter College
Box 563X
695 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10021

212/360-2304

Dr. Thomas G. Chastain, Director
Special Education Instructional Materials Center
University of Kansas
1115 Louisiana
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

913/864-4780

Dr, A. !dward Blackhurst, Director
Vnivernity os. Kentucky Regional Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
641 South Limestone Street
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

606/258-4921

Dr. Wayne D. Lance, Director
Northwest Regional Special Education
Instructional Materials Center
University of Oregon
1612 Columbia Street
evgene, Oregon 97403

503/686-3585

Dr. Fey Brown, Director
Southern Regions! Ceater
Auburn University of Montgomery
Bell Street
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

205/281-1766 (home)

4

Central.

New York State

Weetern
New York Region

Eastern
New York Region

Iowa
Kansas
K,ssouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

Kentucky
North Carolina
Tennessee
West Virginia

Alaska
Hawaii
Idaho
Oregon
Washington

Southeastern Region
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Center and Director

Dr. Charles A. Watts, Director
Ins.:ructional Materials Center

for Special Education
University of Southern California
1031 South Broadway, Suite 623
Los Angeles, California 90015

213/747-9308

Dr. Albert W. Fell, Director
Special Education Instructional Materials Center
University of Texas
304 West 15th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

512/471-3145

Dr. LeRoy Aserlind, Director
Special Education Instructional Materials Center
University of Wisconsin
415 West Gilman Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

608/262-4910

Dr. Robert E. Stepp, Director
Midwest Regional Media Center for the Deaf
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

402/472-2058

Dr. Rayaond Wyman, Director
Northeast Regional Media Center for the Deaf
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

413/545-2457

Dr. William D. Jackson, Director
Southern Regional Media Center for the Deaf
University of Tennessee
1814 Lake Avenue
Knoxville, Tennessee 39716

615/974-3308

Dr. Hubert D. Summers, Director
Southwest Regional Media Center for the Deaf
New Mexico State University
P. O. Box 3AW
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001

505/646-1017

Region Served

Arizona
California
Nevada

Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

Minnesota
Wisconsin

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri, Neraska,
North Dakota, South
Dakota, Wisconsin

Connecticut, Delaware,
District of Columbia,
Maine, Maryland, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, New
Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont

Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Missi
saippi, North Carolina,
Puerto Riao, South
Carolina, Tennessee,
Virgin Islands, Virginia,
West Virginia

Alaska, Arizona, Cali-
fornia, ...oracle), Hawaii,

Idaho, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Tnxas, Utah,
Washington, Wyoming
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Dr. Donald K. Erickson, Executive Secretary
INC/RIC Network
1411 South Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 928
Arlington, Virginia 22202

703/920-7770

Dr. Frank Withrow, Director
Division of Educational Services
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
United States Office of Education
ROB - 7th and D Streets, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20202

202/962-5022
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A Taxonomy of Variables for Training Teachers in Special Education

Alfred L. Lazar
California State College, Long Beach

Several weeks ago, this speaker had a rare opportunity to hear

and speak with Professor Sidney Hook, the noted educational

philosopher, who was visiting our campus. In his talk it was .

pointed out that " freedom to learn is a human right " and that

"freedom to teach is an earned right." Both of these assertions

serve as a foundation for planning and dovelopipg teacher training

programs, Inherent in both of these notions are some rather intereit-

tng implications for special educators and regular educators alike,

whether at the elementary, seoondary, or college level of instruction,

How often have some e us violated the students right to learn because

of limited resources and appropriate equipment and facilities,

inappropriate instructional learning plans, laok of knowledge and

skills in understandqng human behavior, and a host of others that

1.11 be added to this list. If we are to training and develop individ-
Ala4t44:4;.. ariAik.arbr foe

uals that will serve as teachers capable of respecting the student's

"right to learn" such iudividual must "earn this right to teach." Thus,

it becomes a major responsibility of teacher training institutiohi

to offer a viable and comprehensive training program that will provide

the individual with knowledges, skills, experiences, understandings,

and values so that the ).ight to teach can be earned.

In Additik , Hook cited three other aspects worthy of note and

discussion: These thrca other factors involving student-teacher or

learner-teacher relationships are as follows:

I. The learner or student has a natural right as part of
the consultation process in planning and developing
learning v'tuations, but does not have the right for
dehision raking in overall policy.
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2, The learner or student has a right to have an individual-
ized ourrioulum and learning program as muoh as possible
to meet his unique learning needs and characteristics.

3, The learner or student ha a right to learii at his
own rate of learning based upon innate oapaoitise and
constraints.

On might question, whits new about these three things ? The response

is that nothing is really new about them, but that these three

aspects have been frequently and greatly violated by many special

clans teaohers which results in the reduotion of their teaohing role

effectiveness as managers of learning. In some oases, students in

training as spuoisl class teachers have heard these three assumptions

pronounced in oither dull or stimulating lectures, but irregardlese,

the individual in teacher training has not been offorded auffioient

life situations to practice then,

The purpose of this brief paper will be to remark about some

of the variables in our past and present teaching models for spaniel

educators, mite reference Mb sone of the current trends and models
4 .

being advocated, and present a brief revisit of the 0-30KB Systems

model as a possible training model with a sequalce of variables that

might be considered for translating into training programs. Finally,

a series of critical questions will be asked and organized thto a

taxonomy that might cilrect reactions from both the interrogators

to this position paper, and the audience.

SOME REFLECTIONS ON PAST/PRESENT PROGRANS

R8



Ic might be appropriate at this time to look in retrospect

at snme of the characteristics of training programs in the past

and some of the aosumptions concerning then that oontinue to

linger and influence the present status of teacher training. This

night be achieved through use of the question technique, so that

further discussion will be stimulated upon part of the interrogators

and the audience, since this is a form,

1. What have been the pros and cons of child-cenibred

versus the teacher centv,ed ourrioulum ? In the case of both

of these models for curriculum building and in training teachers

to servioe gm*, models, we have failed to a avoid an INIIIIMIAIS

artificial polarisation. The real issue lo for teacher training

institutions is to fooun upon and turn our individuals that are

learning centered. In this latter model of and for ourrioulum

building polirisation is avoid, and both the rights and needs of

etudents and teachers Sr. considered equally and as part of a

unified effort. The danger and disadvantages of both the child-

centered ourrioulum and tescher-sentered eurriaulum was to provide

some rather ritualistic, role expectancies. Furthermore, in the

case of both of these latter models, the use of medical or

psychological labels nom-educational relevance are popular

and have been used to an exoledinAly large degree. Thus, a serious

review of the literature on methods and materials reveals numerous

sourose that °I.* the DO'S and DON'T for teachs's via a cookbook

approsoh, and the CAW DOS AWD CANNOT' DOS OF 2113 VARIOUS CATEGORIES,

i.e. the mentally retarded.



2. Let us cone/der Lome of concepts Chet have been polarined

by some individuals, and as a result have reduced teacher effeCtiveneas

and ourrioulu* developments

A.

B.

LIST OP POURIZED CONCEPTS

only ihdividual
instruction

cognitive

graduate
levels of
training

Vliakr,i 0"..11saiRitahata

D. teacher evaluation
only

E. medical terminology
for education

1.e. BI, MR, SL,

F. good something

G.

H.

J.

K.

It is a

context

academic

special

abnormal

teacher as artist

versus

versus

versus

only unit methods &
group instruction

affective

valdergreduate
levels of training

versus pupil evaluation only

versus

versus

(effectiveness)

versus

versus

versus

versus

versus

small wonder that the extreme use of
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psychological "mentalistic
in nature" for
education
1.e. 10, "whole chili"

bad something

process

experience

regular

novmal

teacher as scientist

such polarized terminology

has had an adverse effect on training effective scientifically

oriented teachers.
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Thus, there is a real challenge for all of um to work in a

concerted and unified manner to reduce and eliminate when

possible such verbal pollution that is only inimical to

effective 'teacher training.

3. There is a need to identify and. make a role anilysie

to asoertain what speoifie skills, knowledges, and val'. a that

an individual will need in the roles as teacher. In more speoiflo

terms we need to identify both specific and universal conpetenoies.

Universal oompetenoies would be characteristic of all ttachers

regardless of level of instruction and nature of child being

assisted, whereas specific competencies might be needed in

spaoifio instanoes, i.e. working with blind 011.4 braille as

a epeoialired teohnque. Too long we have rssented a pietu:s

' teacher as a lover of children, dedicated servnt, and other

such stereotypes. It is far more *portant to respect the right

of children to learn rather than another them with love that only

retarded executive indeoondeaoe. !lease note, this is only in

the case of individuals working out parsonal problems, it is not

implied one should not love children pc se.

4. Even today, in nearly all states, most teaoher training

programs are bassi upon the following variables and assumptions:

a. credential needs

b. 16 or 12 weeks of course work in units or hours

c. non-sequences or adhered to sequence of course
work -- bulletins and catalogs night imply but
violated in practice and advicenent procedures.
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d. courses and sours, outlines based upon
the professor exercising his license. In
some instances the writer has heard of
efforts at team teaching, independent studies,
power examinations, and ao forth to assist
in individualising ooligge level instruction.

a. Need to develag critical task performance
criteria rather than grader per.se.

S. What ape some of the charaoterArlies and assumptions
underl7ing the soientifis `reacher t

79

c. that diagnosis and assessment is-a shard effort between
the teacher and signifioant other, in the school"'
situation, i.e. psyohologisto nurse, etc.

b, that educational and instrustionel goals are generally
aohieved though a ObAllADS effort of objectives.

co. that materials and methods are relative in time and
4, space, and ar. aply a mans,

_

to an md.
_ -

d. that human variability will require an assortment of
methods and materials to be used

e. that the teacher must realize when progress is slow
Or ineffective, the cause might be .:entered in other
variables rather thar the child, such as the teacher
falling to control and manipulate critical variables
in learning.

f. that the special teacher can differentiate between
individual attention and individual instruction.

g. that each teacher must develop her own logical model
to facilitate learnings, new input, and control of
new data on methods, materials, assessment techniques, and
so forth when they become available. A system fir
information storage and retrival must be developed.

h. that feedback and other forms of evaluation be used
in a systematic and unified way fo develnring learning
plans.

i. that there is a difference between learning plan; and
lesson plans.

J. that knowledge and skill developrent be based upon
source and seouenee.

k. that the teacher assume accountability for th..
learning activities to be managed.

;)2
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6. Which oases first, asseomment or objeotives4 The

difference between the military- industrial model end the

0-Soma model. A real issue that needs to be coped with by

new teachers.

7. How can the learning center ooncept eliminate the

needs and U408 of the present citagorto+1 labels T

reading centar!,

arithmetic center

scienuo/sooiel studies *enter'

fine arts center h motor development

applied arts center k motor davelcpsent

arl') dynamics center ,

To service ttse

type teacher that many air

literatyes-

boisAill require the clinicgA type

ginning to talk ab=ut 411 the
. ,

THE G-SOME MODEL FOR TEACHERS

This might assist in pl:nning a curriculum bated upon

identiried competencies seeded, and assist in the orqinizatIon

o' variables in a organized and systematic manner:

G Variables S Variables 0 Variables M Variables

General Survey & Objectives Modality
Factors Assessment Scope & Motivation

Sequenced Materials
Curriculum Means

Mode of learning

9q

E Variables

Lvaluation

go
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The purpose oT the 0:180,12 System is to provide the teacher

with a model for organizing new Ideas and theories into a

unified and organ/cod logic system that will assist in decision

making regarding seVeral variables that wra involved as part

of a learning situation. The Systel has five major

sequenced components that requires the use of bcth vertical and

horizontal feedback loops, Wethin sash of the titti major

compeaents are a series of vsriablec aod critical questions

to be dealt with by the *sashes as part of the decision *eking

activity. Such a system prevents teachers-from operating in

a fraotionated rimer. or in attempting to use materials and

ideas in isolrtio% rather than as part of a gates. (ianathys 1968)

defines a systois as have three halo portal

a, purpose

b preeesses

0. eemposents

The 0 -Sons system meets thiYedritarkm. Wm, It becomes evident

that the 0-800 System Ho/mil* Obinklai and creative individual

for beeomlba a towbar *foible aeimklig imni critical &oleic's,s

during a days *ma while working with children, This 'Asti differs

train some who Would make the top*, only a doer *bib' a

prefabricated curriculum. Them, wale would redoes the teeeher

to such role, an both unrealistic and still covert modes

of olrriculum planning an domloplai that hare resulted in many

of the present !allures is tine edmitioa'al oyster' to mast the
fA , tiNAte-

*Orme degree 41 humam vIrt,bnitt. The point is that this
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speaker thinks we have OOKO *long way sinocuormel school training

days, at' that if you uasn a time line approach in clewing progress,

He have made great strides. Yet, we swat still continue to make

progreaa when. we have not sehleved useese. Yu.-th, researah and

theory building is needed in thine areal.

SOME CRITICAL =MONS ?OR TRAINING

What are the speolfie '43waledgepa needed by the etudent
'paella education training t

a. fsots

b. pri4elplea 6; ger:trolls/11on

theortos and :awe of human deuelopment and learning

2. What are thi specific skills that aped to be preattoed and
demonstrate. t

a. diagno2tio & aseekent

b. objective writing
r.

e. arr.terials seiectiom & developmentA.
d. '..stionale for leaining thmoriss used

a. evaluation skills

AL4;=Iitatt
What should be the relationship in training between observation

and early participation in the field and work on the campus?

a. Kinds and level!, of observation

b. clinical exp2r;enccs

c. instructional media experiences

d. seminars :Ind small group discussions

e. lectures

f. films and audio tapes, etc, video tape!.

cIS



%inat ehould be the relationship with oth6r anoillary
people in the school and emsurrent training an campus?

SWART

In conclusion we want to develop a 'steatitic:ally oriented teacher

to work in a working lealning oontor typo sehool of towerrows using ,--
E; ;

a ostematio procedure as the basic for doolotoo asking. We want.'

teacher u a lec.det for learning with 014 students under her

910



Teacher Preparation in COHI

June Mullins

University of PatA urgh

The Special Study institute on Current Concerns in Training

of Teachers and Other Professional Educators of Crippled Children

provided an intensive communication between about 80 participants

representing universities, collq4es, government agencies, schools

and institutions, country wide. The participants responded in

advance to a questionnaire which also served as the organizing

format of the 8 discussion groups, which remained in tact and met

twice a day for 3 days. 'luring this time, participants concerned

themselvun with aspects of their professional responsibilities

literally all of their waking hours. Such an experience in one

sense was a highly personal one resulting in learning, chtnge of

attitude, and of professional growth in the stmalating ntmosphere

of deep committment to the field, honest and profo,- differences

of opti'.ons and emphases, and the pervading spirit ci resnect and

helpfL1Less of one's colleagues which Dr. Connor and her associates

so successfully encouraged.

It is difficult to assess to whet extent one's own perceptions

are actually representative of the group and I'm sure the editing

committee has shared that same concern in its gargantuan task of

abstracting the many outcomes of the conference. Having expressed

the reservation that X may have misrepresented or misread the con-

sensus on some itemrs, proceed neverthe-less to Attempt to relate

the conclusions of the participants on policy to their conclusions on

aspects of Teacher Training Programs in the Area.
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II. Identification of the Population

Dr. Wyatt consigned the group to reexamine the rationale

for the area COHI and seriously to question its organization and

mode of operation.

The participants seennl of overwhelming consensus on the

following point: A group of children in deep need of services are

rather exclusively entrusted to professionals operating under the

rubric :OHI. Whereas there is disagreement on nomenclature, optimum

organization, and method of dispensing services, there is emphatic

committment to these children ana a determination that their needs

not be forgotten in the event of reallocations and reorganizations.

It is of utmost importance fnr educators to assure that COHI children

have educational evaluation and services and theoe can only be

supplied by educators. Medical and other para educational personnel

cannot reasonably be expected to assume these responsibilities,

although in the past they have occasionally had to do so by default.

The relation of the affirmation of the integrity of the COHI

population to teacher preparation is obvious: teachers must be traintd

who can serve this population, or these children will be prevented from

fulfl'ling their highest human potential. Under whatever form or

nomenclature, COHI teacher preparation must continue.

Information on federal and state funding,provided by Hr. Sattler,

shows a continued government commitment to institutions providing, this

preparation. The funding patt:rns of support are becoming more flexible

to allow increasingly for the needs of particular institutions and

populations.



III. The Needs Within the Population

The characteristics of subgroups of the population were carefully

consideredos noted by Miss Wald. There was agreement that there is

a considerable group of children whose physical problems or deformities

do not preclude normalcy in areas of learning. I think there was

unanimity in belief of the principle, that these children should be in

the mainstream of education whenever feasible. Feasible in this context

does not mean convenient, but, rather, whenever humanly possible.

It was feared by some participants that the above statement implies

that special educators should wash their hands of physically limited

normal learners. Actually such children provide challenges for special

education teacher training programs which have too frequently been ignored.

Whereas mainstream educators have shown reluctance to deal with

CCU children (n some cases, special educators have perhaps not shared

wtth them the knowledge and the on going support which could do much

to allay fears and smooth integration. Such a dychotomy between special

education and mainstream education acts to the detriment of COI children

and probably all exceptional children. Different organizations for

instruction were suggested to supplant segrgated and isolated self contained

classrooms and schools. These included the establishment of resource rooms

in regular schools, special consuaants to regular classroom teachers, and

flexible flow of children from special to regular classes. For example,

teachers and administrators need help in the removal of architectural

barriers, setting up rest, medication, and therapy tn.hrdules, and

adapting prosthetic and orthotic devices for classrooms.

The strong implication fr.r special educators that these normal learning

crippled children illustrate is the need for communication, cooperation,
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and understanding between mainstream education and special education.

At the conference participants considered what could be done

at the teacher training level to assure that mainstream and special

education teachers understand each other and work together. Various

organizations for instruction and practica, as well as course contents,

were suggested.

An example of facilitation of 4.hiS principle occurred in the

School of Education at the University of Pittsburgh. Because of expressed

interests of andergraduate education majors a course was developed with

focus on the handling of exceptional chiWren in the regular classroom.

Students themselves have claimed an entirely new attitude toward exceptional

persons as a result of the experience of the course.

If programming for COUI children is to become more flexible with

respect to integration, new kinds of educational specialists must be

trained through newly conceived courses, and practica must be developed vich

close liason of mainstream dnd special education for both r gular and

special education students.

Another important subgroup in the province of COH1 is the multiply

handicapped child whose physical handicap is often secondary in academic

consideration to his perceptual and cognitive problems. The cerebral

palsied child is frequently such a multiply handicapped child acid perhapo

the most challenging of all exceptional children for the educator. Dr.

Rosner addressed himself to the learning problems of the child who lacks

viewtalmoto: or auditory integreties.

The competencies necessary for teachers rho will work with multiply

handicapped children are of a wide range and variety. the following It

is illustrative rather than exhaustive.
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1. Ability to work cooperatively with the rehabilitation

team and with parents in the education of the multiply

handicapped child.

2. Knowledge of normal growth and development, physical and

psychological.

3. Understanding of the psychological and educational implications

of various crippling conditions and health impairments.

4. Ability to identify and remediate academie deficiencies and

teach to the academie strengths of children with a wide

variety of physical, perceptual, sensory, ccgnitive and

emotional problems.

Since these competencies must assume a broad range of areas, courses

and field experiences, it was felt by some participants that programs for

teacher preparation should be individualized on the basis of each student's

partirmlar abilities and interests, such as work with children in hospital or

homebound settings, work with physically handicapped adolescents or young

children, work with multiply handicapped slow learners. Such individualization

provides in debth study in specific areas and must be balanced with whatever 4

broad knowledges are deemed necessary to teacher competency for all teachers.

The multiplicity of problems and the great challenges of the complex and

varied group of children in the area of COHI have implications for programs of

doctoral study. I believe the remarks of Dr. Lord mnd Dr. Rusalem, are

consonant with the position that doctoral study should not focus on physical

handicap, or any medizal classification per se. Rather, advanced student,

should be ncerned with research and development pertinent to the learning

and adjustment problems of the populat4on of exceptional children that have been

identified.

1 11 f



I.V. New Directions of Educational Emphasis

In teaching pupils whose individual differences and competencies

are so varied, the well tra!med COHI teacher should have great exposure

to the new methods and materials which present technology and pedagogy

afford.

The participants were able to share with the group innovative

programs, such as Dr. Bigges, involving a systematic presentation for

teacher education, and microteaching demonstrations such as that of

Dr. Berko.

The speakers well illustrated the close relationship needed between

academic and field experiences for optimum teacher prrparation. Ideas

such as extended field experiences, during summer months. or alternating

with school clasawork were discussed. Individualized study and the use

of examinations for demonstration of competency where suggested as an

alternative to class credit hours which most institutions now require.

In Chairman, Dr. Blaustein's group a great interest was evinced in

very early educational intervention with handicapped or high risk children.

It was seriously pr.,ported by some members of the discussion group

that parent education and counseling might actually begin before birth,

such as in the case of a high probability of the transmission of a

hereditary condition or a known abnormality of the fetus. It was felt

that many secondary but serious psychological and learning problems of the

handicapped child reaching school age could have been mitigated or prevented

by early educational intervention.

The committment to early childhood itorention amon7, institutions of

higher learning seems to be increasing. The extention of teacher
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preparation programs in order to serve the very young exception

child necessitates new competencies and innovative organizations for

instruction. For example: (1) the student teacher may have to learn

how to adapt to the child's home as his classroom for infant teaching.

(2) The teacher may need to develop expertise in teaching parents how

to teach their babies, thus be a teacher trainer himself.

(3) The student teacher will need to learn ingenuity and flexibility

in developmer '. of curriculum and methodology in the new and experimental

field of early special education.

Much thought was given to the teacher's responsibility in pre-

paring the child for his eventual optimum adjustment in the adult world.

Some participants stressed the neci, and occasionally the inability,

of educators to plan curriculum and undertake instruction that has

relevance to realistic life goals to which physically handicapped children

can aspire. The implication for teacher training institutions is clear.

Ttocheys will need to aevelop competencies relating to the provision of

educational programs for teenagers that provide background and transition

from the school to the world of work. Therefore, a close liason is

recommended between special education, vocational education and the field

of rehabilitation.

V. Summary and Conclusions

The principles and policies elucidated in the Spelial Study Institute

resulted in the following rlonclusions for COHI Teacher Preparation.

1. Since teachers are needed to serve the educational needs of

a very real and difficult group of children, specialized teacher training

programs are necessary.
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2. The goal of integration of crippled and sick children in

mainstream education to the fullest extent suggests the need of new

kinds of special educators who can aid schools and communities toward

achieving this end more successfully.

3. Teacher training prugrams should expedite understanding

and cooperation between mainstream and special education to the

mutual advantage of the fields.

4. The complex problems of the multiply handicapped C0111 children

might be best met by providing students with individualized programs

of special training fc,r it oebth experience and training related to

the education of COHI children and interests of the teacher's children.

5. Programs for doctoral study ,hould not be based on medical

classifications but rather on research and development dealing with

educational and psychological variables in relation to COM children.

b. It is incumbent upon teacher training prosrams to make every

effort to adopt innovative methods and materials afforded by modern

pedagogy and technology.

7. Since very early intervention is often obligatory for a crippled

child's optimum growth and development. educational institutions for

tmachec preparation should focus on program development in early childhood

special education.

8. Teacher preparation prograws should afford opportunities for the

student to understand his role as a future teacher in relation to his

pupils' vocational and rehabilitative needs.
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Visual Sound

Where is the Switch that Turns Teachers on?

Charles N. ..!ordan
Cleveland Public Schools, Ohio

The thrill of watching or riding in a high per-

formance car is known to most teenagers and to

many adults.

The excitement of turning the ignition switch

hearing the thunder of the starting engine,

feeling the surge of power, enjoying the speed

of acceleration has been described by colorful

adjectives that stir one's heart and kindles the

emotions.

The Grand Prix! Daytona! and Sebring! These are

classic exanoles of places where engineering

skill harnesses power and transforms it into fluid

motion which throuah the ages has been recorded

in music and prose -- and dispinyed in visual media.

Every good mechanic knows that mechanical failures

cause trruble on the track or road requiring pit

stops or adjustments at a service station.

Sometimes this power is easily harnessed and ready

to turn on the largest of engines....but other tines,

it is uluggish and difficult to generate....like

winter-weary car, it cries out for a Sprina Tune Up....

new sparkpl'Jgs and ooints....new oil and air filters..,

a resury7ence of power.

Among sports car lovers, a tune-up is enough to turn

on a variety of ec.Itatic rental vibrations The

engineerin still nd 1,roccss of turning o car 1 ,

1 (1 5
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veil understood and greatly appreciated....but when

it comes to turning on people....our skills are often

less precise and our uncertainty frequently monumental. 1

Many things -turn on people -- music -- art -- sports

-- recreation -- affection -- all seem to warm the

heart and stir the emotions.

How do we 'turn or. teachers?" Where is the switch?

Historically the :nvestigations scrutinizing. the

forces that drive reonle toward success haw° con-

sidered motivation power. examinations of the

dynamics of motivation have provided explanations

ranging from basic factors such as drive -- needs --

interest and incentive to broad psychological --

social and philosophical foundations.

Our principal concern at this point is not a major

investigation related to the elements of motiva-

tional complex, but het; to put go power 'Alto people.

We are enGrossed with the problem of finding the

switch that starts those energizing forces that

produce a 'souped-up" hi-octane performance. ':a

arc fascinated by the possibilities of retoolinr

in-service training pror.rana and providing, maintc nr.nce

services designed to assist teachers to perform

with Varoon! and 'Zoom!

On



Our job analysis suggeste the following questiorq:

What is a self-starting, hi-octane person and how

do we produce one?

What does it mean to be supremely healthy and

fully functional?

What are people like who have achieved high degrees

of self realization -- psychological freedom and

maximum fulfillment?

What happens when we free our minds of the common

denominator of average and think in terns of highest

rpm's?

No one has ever heard a sports car lover say, "I

have an average car and I get average performance."

The passion for the ultimate in power packed

performance is a consuming obsession along the

auto buffs. Hours spent tinkering -- adjusting

or paste waxiog a high finish reflect love on

the owner's part.

Can we, like the car buff, free our mind.; from

closure associated with the average and rove to

productive openness related to our highest

revolutions per minute?

In atttmpting to disengage our thinking from the

low gear of average performance and shift to the

high gear of ultim%,e perform-nce....we nur,t over-

come the inertia anl convert. it into power.
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As we move from "why" to "how" toward the finish

line, helping teachers to become fully operative

-- power packed people, it is urgent that we have

a common goal. A goal which they perceive as

important, realistic and obtainable.

Achievement of this goal, like winning a racing

trophy, can portrzor the teacher as smooth-running,

fully functional, psychologically free. The

establishment of a strong self concept on the part

of the teacher is imperative, and like an automobile

needs continuous reinforcing or tuning up.

Reinforcing the self concept in a teacher is as

vital as cleating sparkplugs and pointo and re-

adjusting the carburetor and timing in a car.

This process of refueling the self concept by

rewarding -- exciting -- and challenging the

individual revs him up to strete:1 and grow in

an affective as well as a cognitive way.

It means helping teachers identify eith others --

with a feeling of belonging in a friendly, helpful

manner.

Assisting teachers to work cooperatively with others

and to increase the capacity of self acceptance.

Establishing and maintaining a value system that

prizes openness and nurtures perception.

Mirroring one's self in a positive way through 1.11e

actions kill reactions of others.
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Thus far our considerations have centered around

self activating motives broadly classified as social

and achievement motives designed primarily to

strengthen the self concept. Among motives that

may be used to tune up teachers are:

_ desire to affiliate with others

desire for warmth

desire for self confidence

desire to become self actualizing

desire for competence

desire to oxplore to try new things

desire to find out

The last two motives ray be classified under the

stimulus seeking concept and nay be used when

an attempt is Lade to encounter what is new and

challenging.

When we compare mechanical engineering with human

engineering one i, astounded by the similarities,

the precise diagnostic procedures and direct

mechanical skills on the one hand and the broad

generic concept of personal motivation on the other.

Considering, this parallelism, like auto mechanics. it

is vital in working with people that we use our

best diagrostic instru:nents and our greatest

personal skills.

If we rove from al-stract consideration and approae

the practical a,pcv.3 of motivational arousal, we

viii be in a letter lo:ltion to discuss the kinds

of thinT71 we do in Cleveland to "turt, teachers on."
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In Cleveland we do five things:

1. ssist and encourage teachers in develop-

ing the self concept that they are profes-

sionally and personally "turned on."

2. Indicate with empathy and respect, that

we are aware and willing to assist teachers

in fulfilling their needs.

3. Assist teachers in developing effective

teaching strategies.

4. Make the assumption that all behavior is

learned -- changing behavior takes time --

but that it is worthwhile.

5. Establish the idea that professional and

personal growth is important, rewarding

and enhances the development of a strong

self concept.

Our search for the switch that turns teachers on --

begins with our initial interview. The mtrroring

process also starts at this point. Every effort

is made to reflect those attitudes and qualities

that enhance the teacher's concept of self.

Candidates are encouraged to regard themselves

as fully functioning professionals. Opportunities

are explained -- the challenre of personal stretch-

ing and growing is presented and advocated. The

teacher is urged to increase his awareness and to

sharpen his perception skills. Methodologies are

(1



discussed and teaching strategies are stressed.

Teachers are encouraged to look ahead to future

goals.

In addition to the initial interview, careful

consideration is given to student teaching experience

and whenever possible to initial assignment. We

place each student teacher with one of our ablest

professional teachers --a person who exemplifies

those desirable qualities with which the student

teacher can identify. During his internship ad-

ministrative and supervisory help are available,

but the teacher is provided with many opportunities to

(leveler) strength of Inner self;

gain professional competence;

increase awareness and perception;

develop empathy for gifted children aA staff;

accept the challenge and opportunity for pro-
. fessional and personal r.rowth

After a teacher has been employed by the Cleveland

Board of Education end assigned to the Division of

Vajor Work Classes, a pre-school briefing conference

is held. This conference is a vital link in the

process of locating the switch that turns teachers

on. Usually the group is small, thus the discussion

is informal and uses supportive systems of both

verbal and non-verbal cueing intended to strengthen

affective relationships. Program goals are carefull;.'

discussed. l!ethodologies are explained, riLl teaching

1strategies are explored. Opportunities and chal-

111 lenges ars talked over and questions answered. Peer,
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as well as administrative and supervisory support,

is emphasized. The worth of each teacher is high-

lighted and optimism is stressed. In-service op-

portunities are carefully pointed out using bulletins

and the indirect approach associated with inspirational_

dissatisfaction.

A division meeting highlights the beginning of the

new school year. Teachers are welcomed using among

other expressions Jackie Gleaso..'s "You are a

beautiful group." Special assignments are made,

such as becoming master teachers, serving as training

teachers, and working on committees to prepare new

guides and curriculum materials. Each June our

teachers close thz year with a Div!sional fun dinner.

Thin is strictly their show.

Frequently our teachers leave the Division through

promotions or changes in administrative or super-

visory assignments. As supervisors or principals,

they are looking for the switch that turns teachers

on. Imagine how helpful it is to work with a

principal or a supervisor in a building who has had

experience in the program -- believes in it -- and

actively suprolts it.

LOOKIN5 FOR THE SWITCH THAT TURNS TFACHEPS ON is a

series of challenging, meaningful, perrlexing, but

also revardin, exciting and harpy experiences.

One constant, however, that is an integral part of

this search for the "turn on" swit0 is "love" ....
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whether it is seen in the empathy and compassion

shown during a crisis situation .... or the "just

right" suggestion that sets off the chain reaction

for achieving a particular goal .... that certain

chemistry that can occur between supervisor and

teacher .... principal and teacher .... parent

and teacher .... or student and teacher is what

makes the whole process more rewarding and worth-

while.

Thus when you go into a class and walk out with

goose bumps, a high pulse rate, and very positive

mental vibrations .4.. you have seen a teacher

and a class that is "turned on." A class that

reflects the same sheer ecstasy of a zooming car,

"running on all fours," and "souped -up'' with just

a touch of love .... end that's what it's all about

baby!

SLIDE MUSIC AND OUT


